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Split Vote Favors Reclassification
Controversial Zoning Proposal
Clears First Hurdle At Council
The controversial rezoning of a strip
of land behind Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
from residential to commercial use
moved a step closer to reality last night
as the Murray Common Council, on a
split vote, approved the drawing of an
ordinance making the change.
The council vote on the matter was 5-
.5 before Mayor Melvin B. Henley cast a
vote in favor of the move making the
official vote 6-5 in favor of of the
rezoning. Technically, according to the
ordinance, Mayor Henley did not have
to break the tie vote since It requires a
majority of the entire council ( seven
votes) to override a recommendation of
the planning commission. The planning
commission had recOnunended the
rezoning_ following a public hearing
held Wednesday night.
Before the rezoning becomes law, the
council will have to approve an
amendment to the ordinance on two
readings at regular meetings.
The council action came following a
lengthy debate between members of the
council and the parties directly in-
volved in the controversy.
Howard Brandon, who lives just
south of the Taylor property, and his
attorney, Stephen Sanders, argued
against the proposed rezoning and
Harold Hurt, attorney for Taylor and
Taylor, Inc., owners of the property,
argued in favor of the rezoning.
Howard Koenen, the council's
representative on the planning com-
mission, urged the council to turn down
the requested change.
"It is the tendency on everybody's
part," Koenen said, "to feel sym-
pathetic to Mr. Taylor who bought the
property and apparently now is not
going to be able to utilize it unless we
make this change. My record shows
consistent voting against en-
croachment of business zones into
residential zones," Koenen said in
explaining why he would cast a
negative vote on the proposal.
Sanders argued before the council
that the complaint originated "when
Mr. Taylor put six by six fenceposts
across Howard Brandon's driveway to
limit his ingress and egress."
But Hurt countered by saying that the
fenceposts erected by Taylor were on
the court-accepted boundary between
the two properties that was determined
by a survey conducted by Ted
Organizations Begin
Decorations Drive
The Retail Merchants Association,
the Chamler of Commerce, and the
Conununit, Improvement Association
are joining together in a drive to raise
money for new lighted Christmas
decorations for the downtown and
outlying areas this year.
Buddy Buckingham, president of the
Retail Merchants Association, said that
WOW, $10,000 to $12,000 is needed to purchase
the new decorations.
"We are attempting a corn-
munitywide effort to raise the money.
Since we plan to decorate the major
intersections on Highway 641, in ad-
dition to the downtown area, we feel
that the new decorations will be an
asset to the community as a whole,"
Buckingham stated.
Civic organizations, as well as
merchants, will be looked to for help in
the fund-raising drive, he said.
Plans now call for five intersections
to be decorated — Highway 641 and
Highway 121, 12th and Chestnut, 12th
and Main, 12th and Sycamore, and
Highway 641 and Glendale Road.
Buckingham indicated that more in-
tersections would be decorated if
adequate mduey were raised.
Most of the decorations that have
been used for the past 11 years are in no
condition to withstand another year of
use, according to Buckingham.
However, there is a possibility that a
few of the herald angels can be
salvaged for use this year.
He said that the new decorations that
have been examined for purchase are
similar to the ones the city has used in
the past. They are 6- to 8-foot lighted
pole decorations, featuring Santa
Clauses, Christmas trees, and other
seasonar ornamentations.
One Incumbent Says He Won't Run
Billington and Associales.•
:It is our feeling that the (Taylor)
property is useless," Hurt told the
council. "We feel the initial zoning was
inappropriate and improper and the
zoning should be changed due to
economic and social changes in the
area," Taylor's attorney added.
The property now occupied by Taylor
Chevrolet is zoned commercial to a
depth of 300 feet from S. 12th Street and
the zoning request involves a triangular
shaped parcel of land that lies to the
rear of the present business zoning. It
was explained that the lot fronting on
12th Street that lies between Taylor and
--Brandon is presently zoned for business
use but that a deed restriction on the
lot, which supercedes zoning laws,
prohibits anything other than
resldential use for that site.
Hurt said that a creek running across
the rear of Taylor's property is the
"natural boundary" and urged the
council to extend the business zone to
that line.
We're saying Taylor should be
allowed to put a storage building on his
property just like Mr. Brandon has
behind his where he stores antique
cars," Hurt said.
Brandon spoke to the council on his
own .behalf and urged the elected of-
ficials to turn down the zoning change.
"Any zoning change made will be
used as another tool against me and my
See COUNCIL,
Page 12-A, Column 5
Hubcap Thefts Continue
Hubcap thefts continue to plague city
motorists, and Murray City Police
Chief Brent Manning estimated today
30 setshave been reported stolen within
the last month.
City police investigated still another
case Thursday night.
"At one time two weeks ago, I
counted and we had 20 sets reported
missing...1'd say it's close to 30 now,"
Manning said.
Manning said the hubcaps are stolen
mostly off American cars—"T-Birds,
Liricolns, your iore expensive cars."
The city chief of police said most of
the stolen hubcaps have a good resale
value. Hubcaps will average about $50 a
set (two hubcaps per set); a "fence"
will pay about $20 for them, Manning
said.
The police chief said most reports
city police receive are on wire-type
hubcaps.
To lessen the risks of getting hubcaps
stolen Manning advised that motorists
buy small hubcap locks. He advised
that motorists mark their hubcips,
possibly Using an "Operation ID"
marker available at city police
headquarters. He also said that
motorists should park their cars in well-
lighted parking areas. He said a
number of thefts have been reported on
cars perked in large parking lots—local
motels, the hospital and around Murray
State.
•
City police also .Thursday in-
vestigated a theft report from Bobby
Barzell, Route 2. Murray, who reported
five ladies sweaters, two pairs of boys
jeans and two pairs of ladies slacks
were stolen from his car. Mrs. W.F.
Ingram, 206 Woodlawn, reporglid that
jewelry worth an estimated ;150 was
taken from her home.
COMMENDATION AWARD — Wanda Rolfe Tasker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. jimmy Rickman, 1564 Canterbury Drive, Murray, is shown accepting a
commendation certificate from Dr. Thomas J. Fitzgerald, associate deputy
chief medical director for operations for the Veterans Administration cen-
tral (Mice in Washington, D. C. Mrs. Tasker was the Memphis hospital's
nominee for the agency's Outstanding Handicapped Federal Employees of
the Year Award.
Mrs. Tasker- has been active in the Govt.-mgt.'s Committee On Ern-
ployment of the Handicapped in the Local Community and has recently
been elected to the board of directors of the National Paraplegia Foun-
dation.
Lexington Firm To Include Murray As
'Birthplace Of Radio' In Film On State
By L.J. HORTIN
Murray's claim as the "Birthplace of
Radio" will be included in a Kentucky
color film now being produced for the
state by House of Commons Films of
Lexington.
Ed Commons and Tom Brown.
executives of that company, were in
Murray and Calloway County Aug. 29 to
conduct intervielas, make pictures and
produce film to be shown in Kentucky,
in the nation and in foreign countries.
The film will be statewide in content
and subject matter, and the Nathan B.
Stubblefield story as inventor of radio
will be only a part of the Murray and
Calloway County features covered by
the project.
Commons and Brown were shown the
monument, photos and documents that
substantiate Stubblefield's
Filing Deadline Nears For City, County School Boards
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
STAFF REPORTER
With about two weeks remaining
before the filing deadline, at least once
incumbent school board member here
says he will not seek re-election.
Joe Dyer, chairman of the Calloway
County Board of Education, told The




will not seek a second term on the five-
member county policy making board.
Dyer said today,"I have enjoyed
working with the members of the
Calloway County board and have en-
joyed the work with both superin-
tendents (Dr. Jack Rose and William
"Bill" Miller). I consider it to be a
personal honor to have the people of
SIM -- -S---
1978 MURRAY HIGH BAND — Murray High "Tiger" Marching Band,
shown above, will present its 1978 show for the first time at home at the
Murray High-Reidland football game Friday, September 1. This year's field
commanders are Craig Thurman and Karen Brandon. The Band will present
a variety of musk for this year's show including "Pagliacci" froth the opera
of the same name, "Tomorrow" from the musical Annie, "Malaga" from the
Calloway County allow me to serve on
the county board of education. My
reasons for not seeking a second term
on the board are personal.
Dyer, 45, called his term on the
county school board "rewarding." He
indicated "the self satisfaction" in
serving on a school board "far out-
weighs the problems "Dyer, who heads
food service operations at Murray State
University and represents the third
school district, said he has enjoys
public service and does not discount
seeking public office again.
Meanwhile, a county man, Jerry
"Red" Overbey, Route 6, Murray, has
filed for the seat Dyer now holds ac-
cording to Calloway County Court Clerk
concert selection which features the Color Guard, "The Battle of New
Orleans" for the Drum feature, and I Can't Help Falling in love" as the
closer. A spokesman said, "The band and its directors are looking forward
to this years performance for the people of l M ray and we sincerely hopel
that you get as much enjoyment out of 
watci 
g the show as we will per-
forming for you."
Marvin Harris.
The deadline for filing for non-
partisan school board offices is not
later than Sept. 13-55 days before the
General Election, Nov. 7 this year.
Another county school board seat,
school district one, currently held by
Walter Byars is also up for re-election
this year, according to officals. The
newspaper attempted to contact Byars
early today to Question him about his
intentions but was unable to talk to him
by press time.
In the city, three Murray Board of
Education seats are up for re-election
and the three incumbents have in-
dicated they will seek another term—
Don Henry, who chairs the board,Tom
Rushing and Bill Adams.
Although Henry said he is still
"contemplating," he indicated, "I'm
pretty sure I'll run." Rushing, a former
Murray city councilman, indicated
earlier this week that he plans to seek
another term. Adams indicated today
that he will seek another term on the
city school board.
City school board members run "at-
large."
School boards -in Kentucky are
generally considered policy making
bodies, and according to Kentucky
School Boards Association (KSBA),
they "set general goals for public
education programs, provide for school
buildings and equipment, manage all
school funds and property, employ the
superintendent, and on his recom-
mendation, teachers and other per-
sonnel, and -adopf ffinch6b1 budget.'
County school board members whose
seats are not up for re-election this year
include Ferrell Miller, Lubie Parrish
and Billy Joe Kingins; city members
include Melissa Easley and Maurice
Ryan, a veteran on the city- school
board.
. To be eligible for membership on a
school board, a person must be at least
24, have been a citizen of the state at
least three years, and be a voter of the
district for which he is elected. Harris
said today a petition of at least 25
signatures is required for a person to
run.
achievements.
Nathan Beverly Stubblefield, born
near Murray on Dec. 27, 1860, died
March 28, 1928. His exact birthplace is
not known. On March 28. 1930, two
years after his death, a monument on
the Murray State campus was
dedicated to Stubblefield as "inventor
of radio."
The monument was 10 feet east of
Stubblefield's old home site. This
property, marked only by a concrete
well curb, is now owned by Murray
State University. The old residence.
which burned years ago, was Stub-
blefield's home and laboratory.
Is this site the location of the first
broadcasting station in the world?
Stubblefield's friends believe it is.
These friends are hoping some day the
old home-broadcasting station may be
rebuilt as it was when Nathan Stub-
blefield said "Hello Rainey" °Ver his
wireless telephone (radio, to Rainey T.
Wells three quarters of a century ajo.
-WralrICTicrars claim? The people
here believe Nathan B. Stubblefield
was the first person to conceive, invent,
construct and demonstrate an elec-
tronic device to broadcast and receive
sounds, voices, music over con-
siderable distances without intervening
wires. It was first known as a "wireless
telephone" because there was no word
"radio." The automobile was first
known as a horseless carriage.
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Sunny and warm _today and
Saturday. Clear and mild tonight.
Higjis today in the low 80s. Lows
tonight in the mid 60s. Highs
Saturday in the mid Ms.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Fair Sunday and cloudy with
chance of showers and thun-
dershowers Monday and
Tuesday.




sponsor its last Disco-Swim
party of the season from
seven p.m. to midnight at
the park pool. Admission
will be $1.00 stag and $1.50
per couple.
Parents Without Partners
will meet at the American
Legion, 2921 Broadway,
Paducah, at eight p.m.
Saturday, September 2
Seventh annual Kenlake
Arts and Crafts Festival will
open at ten a.m.in the area
north and west of the tennis
courts in the park.
Land Between the lake
activities will include nature
recording at Center Station
at eight a.m.; 1850's Fair
Day at The Homeplace 1850
from two to five p.m.; old
time country hoe down at
Empire Farm from 6:30 to
Saturday, September 2
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7130
Gospel singing will be held
at the Locust Grove Church
of the Nazarene at 7:0 p.m.
Painting exhibit by Mary
Heckman will be shown at
Lakeland Parish Center,
Highway 68 and Big Bear
Road, Benton, from nine
a.m. to six p.m.
Dedication of Murray
State University's Harry Lee
Waterfield Library will be at
two p.m. with Attorney Ed
Norris_ as speaker.
Disco dance with music by
"Jack Pot Jam", sponsored
by 20 Grand Club, will be
from nine p.m. to one a.m.
in Beshear Gym, ,Student
Center. Murray State.
. Gr. 8:00+ 11:40 Fri., Sat.
Roller - 9: 40 On!
Plus








The Heart Warming Movie
2:30 Sun.
Returns - You'll laugh, Cry and 
leave With A Good Feeling




Late Show Line Up
Capri - 11:40 Fri. I. Sat.
"Rocky Horror Picture Shoe" (R) '
Cheri - 11:40 Fri. & Sat.
Adult Entertainment - 18 Or Over




Show" will begin at four
p.m. at the New Providence
Riding Club with $2,800
guaranteed money.
Saaday, September 3
Descendants of Bob and
Rebecca Howard will hold a
family reunion at Kentucky
Dam Park. Each one bring




Land Between the Lakes will
be held at the Walter
Bilbrey place across from
the Buffalo pasture. Dinner
will be spread about 1:30
p.m.
Land Between the Lake
activities will include slide
show on birds at Center
Station at two p.m. and
lantern tour of The
Homeplace 1850 at 8:30.p.m.
Second day of Arts and
Crafts Festival will start at
ten a.m. at the area north
and west of the tennis courts
at Kenlake State Park.
Annual Darnall reunion
will be held at Kenlake State
Park .with a basket dinner to
be served at noon.
Union Ridge Cemetery
annual homecoming will be
held at Union Ridge Baptist
Church. Donations may be
sent to Harold D. Henson,
Route 5, Box 230, Benton,
Ky.
William H.- Lynn family
reunion will be held at Paris
Landing State Park with a
basket lunch to be served
about noon.
Annual reunion of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Adams
will be held at Kenlake State
Park at Aurora. All relatives
and friends are invited tc
attend.
Shower for the family of
Pat and Peggy Butterworth
and their four children,
Joey, Jeffrey, Melissa, and
•Melinda, who lost their
home and contents by fire
will be held in the
machinery shed on the farm
of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth, Lynn Grove
Road, from two to five p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Wildie Ellis
will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the community
room of the Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut




meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 100 South
15th Street, from 7:15 to 9:15
p.m. For information call
759-1792, 759-4875, or 753-9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Calloway County
Health Center, North 7th and
Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:30 p.m.
M;irry. Lodge a..lAt5 F.
& A. M. will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall. Meal
Monday, September 4
Labor Day family caterred
barbecue dinner vill be held
after the Golf
Tourname_Vr. at the Oaks
Country Crab. Persons may
sign up at the pro shop or
call Mrs. Mike Morgan, 753-
6112, or Mrs. Chuck Hulick,
753-0323.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. Stanford Andrus for
potluck at six p.m. and
Lottie Moon with Mrs.
George Colson at seven p.m.
Coldwater United
Methodist - Church Women




Murray Woman's Club will
have a smorgasbord at 6:30
p.m. For information call
Mrs. A. C. Sanders, chair-
man of the hostesses.
Kappa Department of
Mituray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at
6:30 p.m. Note earlier time.
Group. H of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at
the church library at two
p.m. with Mrs. Rupert
Parks and Mrs. Herberto
Farris as hostesses.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet in
Hale Chapel of the church at
ten a.m. with executive
board meeting at nine a.m.
and coffee to be served at
9:30 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Lunch will
be at noon with band
practice and shuffleboard at
one p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will





will meet tonight (Friday) in
the basement of the
American Legion, 2921
Broadway, Paducah. After
the business meeting, a
guest speaker will be heard
and a social hour will be
held.
All area single parents are
invited to attend, a
spokesman said.
The monthly board
meeting will be held
Tuesday, Sept. 5, at the
home of Ann Hagood.
Charleston Apts., Paducah
All members are urged 1,)
attend, Ms. Hagood said.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Jerry Vaughn of









A uNIVENSAL KIM Ell
Miss Janice Ann Dowdy
and Michael Wayne Mallard
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dowdy of 519 Thomas Street,
Newbern, Tenn., announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their only daughter, Janice Ann,
to Michael Wayne Mallard, only son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Mallard of Newbern, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Onis Roberts, Mrs. Audie Dowdy, and the late Edward
Dowdy, all of Murray.
Miss Dowdy and Mr. Mallard are both 1978 graduates
of Dyer County High School in Newbern, Tenn.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday,
Oct. 7, at 4:30 p.m. in the Mt. Tirzah Baptist Church,
Newbern, Tenn. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives of the couple. are invited to
attend the wedding and the reception. --
The nation's ''war on fat" has burgeoned into
a $10 billion a year industry - because 70 million
overweight Americans are willing to do almost
anything to shed some pounds, a new report says.
A New York market research firm issued a
260-page report that Americans are spending
more money than ever before on appetite sup-
pressants, anti-obesity prescriptions, diet books,
mechanical devices, health spas and other items.
The report said that an estimated 50,000 per-
sons die each year "from obesity as a secondary
cause" and that women constitute 90 percent of
the weight-reducing market.
The report said the over-the-counter weight
control ,market is growing at a rate of 20 percent
year and that Its annual volume is $110 million.
Miss Gale Broach, bride
elect of Bob_ Cornelison of
Scottsboro, Ala., has been
honored with several
prenuptial events.
An evening party was held
at the home of Mrs. Kenton
Broach with Mrs. Mike Morris
as hostess. For the occasion
the Iiinoree chose to wear an
ivory gauze skirt and blouse.
She was presented a corsage
of blue and white carnations
by the hostess.
The refreshment table was
overlaid with white lace
covering a blue cloth. An
arrangement of blue and
white carnations clustered
around three blue candles
centered the table. A
decorated cake with the
names, GALE AND BOB, was
served along with individual
baked treats, nuts, mints,
cokes and citrus tea.
The honoree opened the
lovely gifts and displayed
them. The hostesses presented
her with a gift of lingerie.
An afternoon event hosted
by Mrs. Graham Feltner, Mrs.
Sherwood Potts and Mrs.
Herman Darnell was held in
the home of Mrs. Feltner.
The honoree and her
mother, Mrs. Ray T. Broach,
received the guests. For the
occasion the honoree chose
from her trousseau a blue and
white pin stripe skirt and
blouse and was presented a
corsage of fresh daisies by the
hostesses.
Beautiful garden flowers
from the Feltner garden
centered the refreshment
table which was covered with
white. lace. Guests were
served a delicious cheese roll,
nuts, mints, cake and punch.
The honoree opened her
many lovely gifts, and each
guest shared a treasured
recipe from their own kitchen
with her.
An afternoon tea was held at
the Community Room of the
Peoples Bank. The hostesses
were Mrs. Cody Adams, Mrs.
Ralph Darnell, Mrs. Jerry
Falwell, Mrs. Ray Karraker,
Mrs. Carman Parks, Mrs.
Billy Smith, Mrs. J. R. Smith,
Mrs. Rex Smith, Mrs. Charles
B. Stark, Mrs. Douglas
Tucker, and Mrs. Jim Wilson.
Receiving the guests were
the honoree, her mother, Mrs.
Ray T. Broach and the mother
of the groom to be, Mrs. Bob
Cornelison. Miss Dee Dee
Darnell, cousin of the bride.
elect, and Miss Kathie
Broach, sister of the bridle.
elect, presided at the guest
register.
For the occasion the
honoree chose a selection
from her trousseau, a blue and
brown floral print cotton dress
gathered at the waist with a
self tie belt. She was presented
a-corsage of a silk orchid. The
mothers of the bridal couple
were also presented corsages
of beautiful silk roses.
The many lovely gifts were
displayed on the gift tables
overlaid with yellow and white
cloths. The refreshment table
held two silver candelabra on
either side of a beautiful floral
centerpiece arranged in a
silver wine cooler.
Individual open faced
sandwiches and pastries were
served along with fresh melon
and fruit served from a melon
basket. Further accenting the
refreshment table was a fresh
Hawaiian pineapple adorned
with tasty hors d'oeuvres.
Punch and coffee, mints and
nuts were served from silver
appointments.
The honoree was presented
a water pitcher in a pewter
pattern of her selection by the
gracious hostesses.
A Saturday morning brunch
was held at the home of Mrs.
Otley White for September
brides, Miss Broach and Miss
Paulette Ross, friends of
many years. Hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Keith
Curd, Miss Vickie Bailey,
Mrs. Charles Hargrove, Mrs.
Ike Allbritten, Mrs. Paul
Blalock and Mrs. White.
The honorees and their
mothers were presented
corsages of a beautiful silk
flowers. For the morning
occasion Miss Broach wore a
coral cotton sundress. chosen
from her trousseau.
The many lovely gifts were
opened and displayed. The two
brides-to-be were presented
hostesses' gifts of long white
peignoir sets.
The brunch table was
overlaid with a white linen
cloth centered with a lovely
arrangement of fresh cut
flowers. Sausage balls, bran
muffins, fruit, cinnaman rolls,
fried pies, juice and coffee





Don't you just love a big Sunday lunch? Welt, we've fixed one for you. Ham,
fried chicken, roast beef — all your favorites — on the buffet line with our great
salad bar. A great meal at a small price. No dishes to wash and the rest of the
afternoon just for you to enjoy — you can't have a more perfect Sunday. So
































































































































































PAGE 3-A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, September
Idyl:need Tennis 1;riiiti
Pairings for the Advanced
Tennis Group for Women at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Wednesday, Sept. 6,
at nine a.m. have been
released as follows:






Kathy Burchfield, and Kay
Ray.
Substitutes will be Shirley
Boone and Joni Billington.
Members are asked to
note the change in date.
REEDER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Reeder, Mahan Apartments,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, William Jordan,
'weighing six pounds 101/2
ounces, measuring 191/2
inches, born on Friday, Aug.
11, at 11:09 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is a student at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Margaret Reeder of Murray




Mr. and Mrs. Carl Futrell
of Murray Route Three are
the parents of a baby girl,
Carla Marie, weighing nine
pounds twelve ounces, born
on Thursday, Aug. 24, at
3:34 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have two other
children. Penny Sue, age
nine, and Carl Brian, age
four. The father is employed
at Fitts Block and Tile
Company, Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Marie Futrell, Norfolk, Va.,
Berlie Futrell, Harricane
Mills, Tenn., and Mrs.
I.uvena Lovett, Murray
Route Three. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Edna




of Murray Route Four has




Peter Luciano of Murray
Route Six has been a patient
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
1, 1978
McClure And Belva Vows
Solemnized At Church
Miss Debbie Kay McClure
and Mark Allan Belva ex-
changed vows in a candlelight
double ring ceremony by the
groom's brother, Dr. Louis
Wilburn Belva, Jr. of Mem-
phis, Tenn., at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 26, at the
Cadiz Baptist Church in Cadiz.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James. Max
McClure of Trigg County. The
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Wilburn Belva, Sr.
of Morganfield.
Nuptial music was provided
by organist, Mrs. Bob Higbee,
Cadiz. Vocalist, Mrs. Louis
Wilburn Belva, Jr. sang
"Evergreen," "You Light Up
My Life," "We've Only Just
Begun."
A brass walk under arch
was used to focalize the
candlelight setting. Tea leaf
garland entwined the arch
with accents of blue roses,
pink baby's breath, white
daisies and stephaeonitis. The
columns attached to the arch
were topped with an
arrangement of jumbo fern
and matching flowers. Tree
candelabrae of nine buring
tapers were adorned with
floral arrangements also





The unity rite was observed
with a three-branched globed
candelabra entwined with
pink carnations, blue and
white poms and baby's breath.
Globed hurricane markers
with white satin bows to mark
family pews and a white
taffeta cloth decorated the
aisles. •
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted
down the ailse by her father
and to the altar as the•
traditional wedding march
was played, stopping only to
give her Mother a token of her
love, a rose. She was lovely in
a long gown of silk organza
and peau de sole from Bridal
Originals. The ,empire line
gown was beautifully detailed
featuring a Reniassance neck
line and full double sheer
sleeves. A band of narrow
Venise lace daisies defined the
empire waist"-and formed
petal panels on the full skirt.
Beautiful daisy motifs of
matching silk lace adorned
the neckline, skirt and cuffs of
the sleeves. The attached
chapel length train and hem
line of the gown was edged
with a narrow band of mat-
ching lace medallions. She
chose a chapel length veil of
double tiered illusion attached
to a fsion of a Juliette bandeou
of Venise lace. The illusion
Build your own, with chocolate,
strirfebeetr-bttReeseeasapia---
syrups, nut or coconut sprinkles.
FREE with any meal during our
"Month of Sundaes", now through
Labor Day! At participating locations
BEL-AIR CENTER
Mr. and Mrs. Mark .Allan BeIva
was edged in lace identical to
that of the hemline of the
gown.
The bride carried a French
cascade of assorted white
carnations with accents of
pink and blue spring
blossoms, lavender roses, lily
of the valley and baby's
breath. White lace streamers
fell into loops. Her only
jewelry was a diamond drop
necklace belonging to her
mother. She carried a linen
lace handkerchief belonging
to her paternal grandmother
and her late great grand-
mother, Mrs. Nancy James
Blalock Lovins.
The matron of honor was
Mrs. William Rutherford of
Bowling Green, and the maid
of honor was Terri Lyn Mc-
Clure, Cadiz, both sisters of
the bride. The bridesmaid was
Pam Dawson, Herndon.
All the attendants wore
identical floor length gowns of
qiana. They were a cream
beige background print,
featuring daisy highlights in
dusty rose, russet rose and
aqua.
The gentle molded bodices
of the gowns extended to the
waist line and was covered by
two deep flounce ruffles edged
in rose picot, spaghetti straps
held the shoulders of the gown.
A sm000th flowing skirt
completed the fashion look of
the attendants gowns.
They carried single
lavender roses with bows and
streamers of eggshell picot
ribbon and wore matching
roses with baby's breath in
their hair.
Best man was Steven Belva
of Denver, Colorado, brother
of the groom. Joseph Patrick
Belva of Beaver Dam, also a
brother and Gary Hughes of
Cadiz were the groomsmen.
Flower girl was Rachel
Anne Belva, Memphis, Tenn.,
Wearing-Tiros'Fiena model
in soft rose qiana with
spaghetti straps and ruffled
flounced bodice.
Lighting the candles and
ushering were Dr. Jack
Sanders and Clarence
Thomas, Cadiz. As the bride
and groom exited the church
prior to the reception, the
bride shared a token of her
You are invited to join us in celebrating our
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love, a rose with the groom's
mother as part of the
ceremony.
Reception
The reception was held
immediately following the
ceremony, at the Bank of
Cadiz Community Room.
The reception table was
covered with a hand em-
broidered pure linen table
cloth belonging to the paternal
grandmother of the bride, a
gift from a friend in Beirut,
requiring some one thousand
one hundred and fifty two
hours to complete. The cen-
terpiece selected for the table
was an arrangement of pink
carnations, blue and white
poms and baby's breath in a
silver compote.
Virginia Street of Cadiz and
Marci Woodruff of
Tallahassee, Fla., served, the
traditional three tiered
wedding cake decorated with
rose daisies and topped with
white wedding bells. Sabrina
Stroud of Cadiz served the
bride and groom in silver
champaign goblets as they cut
the wedding cake, then filling
silver cups with pink rasp-
berry punch served those
attending the reception.
Madelyn Hopson of Cadiz,
who kept the church guest
register, was assisted at the
reception by Kelly Sanders in
handing out rose and aqua
satin rosebuds filled with rice,
and scrolls in a gold wedding
band with a message from the
bride and groom thanking
those who found the time in
their busy life for sharing the
joy of the occasion with them.
Others assisting at the
reception were: Mr. Charles
Hughes, Mrs. Leroy Merrick,
Mrs. Bennie Francis and Mrs.
Terry Mitcheson all of Cadiz
and Trigg County.
After a wedding trip to
Gatlinsburg, Tenn., and points
jzoorest, tha canoe will
reside at Blue Springs, Route
Two.
Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner was
hosted by the parents of the
groom at the Port 0' Call
Restaurant.
Candle lighting and floral
arrangements of rose pink and
aqua daisies interspersed with
baby's breath and maiden
fern completed the decor. The
groom presented gifts to the
male wedding attendants.
Out of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wilburn
Belva, Sr., Morganfield, Mr
and Mrs. Louis Wilburn Belva,
Jr., Rachel Anne and Louis
III, Memphis, Tenn., Steven
Belva, Denver, Colo, Joseph
Patrick Belva, Beaver Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. John Belva.
Madison, Ind., Kim M.
Rutherford, Bowling Green,
Marci Woodruff, Tallahassee,
Fla., Loyd Allen McClure,
Peoria, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
McClure all of Hazel, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Smith, Mr. and Mrs
Porter Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill McClure all of Murray,
Nils Lassiter, Oak Ridge,
Tenn., Mrs. Floyd McClure,
Randy McClure, Gary Mc-
Clure ofi,Shari Tucker. all of
New Concord, Mr. and Mrs
Don Jett, Paducah, I..nna
Duke, Jana Henson, Mr.
Robert S. Jones, Sam Ftilley,
Anita Terry, Andy Harrell,








Q. Mrs. V. B. writes that
she lives on a farm and
that she and her family
keep a reserve supply of
food in a deep freeze. As a
result of a power failure
for several days, the
freezer warmed up. She
was at a loss to as to
whether to discard her
foods for fear of causing
Illness in her family, or to
Cr) to save at least some of
the items. She thinks that
she- threw away some
foods which might have
been saved.
She asks for suggestions
which might prove helpful
to her in the future.
A. Consider moving the
freezer to a cold place,
such as out-of-doors, if the
weather is cold, in the
event of another power
failure.
II such a spot is available
at a reasonable distance,
transfer valuable food in
locker paper. The transfer
may be troublesome, but is
safe and may save a valu-
able supply of food. It can
be returned home after the
power is restored.
Mrs. Mark Allan Belva,
the former Debbie Kay
McClure, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Max
McClure of Cadiz Route
Four, was honored with
special prenuptial events
prior to her wedding on Aug.
26
A miscellaneous shower
was given by Mrs. Joe
Smith of Murray.
Mrs. Charles Hughes, Mrs.
Leroy Merrick, and Mrs.
Sonny Davis were hostesses
for a gift reception at the
Bank of Cadiz community
nxnu.
An afternoon personal
shower followed by a
cookout and swim party for
couples was hosted by Mrs.
Charles F. Dawson and
daughter, Pam,, at their
home in Herndon.
Mrs. Zelner Cossey was
hostess for a recipe shower
held at her home in. Cadiz.
A luncheon was given by
Mrs. John Shelby Street and
daughter, Virginia, at their
Cadiz home.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Thomas were hosts for a
dinner at their home in
Cadiz.
Mrs. Ballard Jolly and
Mrs. Eduardo Pavon en-
tertained with a bridesmaids
luncheon at the Jolly home,
Cadiz.
Some larger farms have
emergency home genera-
tors that can restore a
limited amount of power
and could keep your
freezer cold.
Consider buying dry Ice
and placing it in your
freezer. Be careful to han-
dle it with gloves and
proper covering to avoid
injury to the skin of your
hands.
If a freezer is almost full,
the volume of frozen food
will help to keep the food
compartment colder for a
longer period than if it is
half full or almost empty.
Avoid opening the cooler to
see how things are. Such
opening allows heat to en-
ter and shortens the dura-
tion of coldness. A full




met at the church on
Tuesday, Aug. 15, at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Elizabeth
Jones in charge of the
program.
Talks were given as
follows: "Peace With God"
by Jane Lamb; "Daily
Prayers Disolve Your
Cares" by Patsy Locke. The
Bible study was from Luke 6
and 7 and prayer was led by
Evelyn Kinsey.
Also present were Lorene
Wilson, Linda Wilson, June
Glass, Nancy Haneline,






chilled for a couple of days.
Some foods, such as
broths, custards, gravies,
and salads, spoil more rap-
idly than other foods. If ice
crystals continue to be
present, it generally
means that the food has
remained sufficiently
chilled to be safe. Such
crystals can often be lo-
cated by trying to cut into
the meat or other food with
a knife. The crystals will
grate against the edge of
the knife.
Refreezing foods that
have partially warmed is
safe and does not harm
them or impair their nutri-
tive value.
ft you have a doubt about
a particular food, it is safer
to discard it and avoid the
possible danger of food
poisoning.
These suggestions may
help you to save some or
all of your foods should
your home have a power




Murray Assembly No. 19'
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls met at the lodge hall
on Tuesday, Aug. 15, at
seven p.m. with Vickey
Weatherford as worthy
advisor, and Barbara
Windsor as mother advisor.
An initiation was held with





Thorn, Trisha Clark, Lana
Lasater, Vickey Weather-
ford, and Miahelle Cook.




The next meeting will "B
held Tuesday, Sept. 5, at
seven p.m.
The expensive fur Russian
sable comes from a wea-
sel called the marten.
KENTUCKY LAKE TOURS
Oct. 28 EASTERN TOUR 9 Days &
Nov. 5 8 Nights
Points of Interest:
eGatlinburg, Tn. •Cherokee, N.C.
*Ashville, N.C.
*Myrtle Bch., S. C.
*Washington, D.C.
Reservations and deposit of ;100 required by Sept.
15th with balance due no later than Sept. 30th. For
further information call
Thelma Maloney (502) 527-7157
We will travel by Brooks Bus
Driver Bill Phillips
Cloth Pictures
Add A NEW Decorating





Open Monday through Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
ANNOUNCING OUR ANNUAL FALL
COSMETIC PROMOTION
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:
YOU RECEIVE
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t: DI TOR IAL
I The name chosen by the new
pope — John Paul I — is
generally assumed to be sym-
bolic of. his two immediate
predecessors, John XXIII and
Paul VI, and of a continuity in
church policy. Thus church
policy at the moment (and
perhaps for years) is expected
to follow the course set out by
Popes John and Paul, of seeing
Christian reunification, of pur-
suing a dialogue with non-
Christians, of speaking for
peace and social justice.
While predictions must
always be cautious, on several
other Matters John Paul I is
seen likely . to continue the
Vatican's strong opposition to
artificial contraception,
married priests and the or-
dination of women. A per-
sonable man, he can also be
firm: Isis cardinal-patriarch of
Venict he .once disbanded a
youth group and dismissed a
priest _, supporting the
legalization of divorce in Italy.
And in 1976, he deplored
Catholics running on the Com-
munist ticket in Italy's national
elections. Several ad-
ministrative steps already
thken seem - affirmations of
Paul's policy.
To Catholics and non-
Catholics, the election of a new
pope is first an event of pagean-
try and mystery. Ultimately, it
beconies an occasion for reflec-





The papacy itself is one of those
cornerstones of religion that
people look to as a sign of
stability in a very unstable
world. But the main question is
whether they look to it as much
as they used to — and by ex-
tension to church, any church,
for the care and nourishment of
the spirit.
Commenting on John Paul I,
the Rev. Andrew Greeley ob-
serves that during his first
blessing the piazza of St.
Peter's was half empty, that a
short distance away people
went about their business
seemingly untouched by the
event. And yet if this indicates
disinterest by others, or.
perhaps a falling away, there is
also the Holy Shroud, which
some contend is the image of
Christ and which may draw
three million pilgrims to view it
on display in Turin, Italy. "The
display," said one church of-
ficial, - "is just an opportunity
for faith and belief in times in
which people need to. believe
something."
Faith and belief. In an ever-
changing world, basic hopes
stay the same. The role for the
pope, the role for other
religious leaders, is spiritual
.example and shelter, not only
for those who have found "faith
but for those whose lives are
meaningless without it — who,
deep down, hear the same year-
ning voices and desire the same
light.
By H.C.Cliih,
Based on cops netted outlines Prodgeedtis the urnehltteemithe l'otform serif, and &Ludt), pernussion
• Consequences Of The
•Undisciplined Life
The Epistle to the Romans deals with
man's need of a righteousness which he
does not possess, and which he is in-
capable of producing. If man is to come
into paksession of righteousness, it




Man has the choice between the•
righteousness of God, which was
revealed in the gift of His Son, and the
wrath of God which must fall upon
those who refuse to believe on Christ.
If a man refuses to accept the
righteousness of God, which is offered
to him as a free gift, then there is
nothing else available to him except its
......winterpart, which is the wrath of God.
- Paul tells us that the two forms of sin
which God hates are ungodliness and
unrighteousness. The former is the
absence of conformity to the will of
God, or living as if there were no God,
and the latter is living in the wrong
relationship to God and to one's
fellowmen. Unless ungodliness and
unrighteousness are confessed.
forgiven, and forsaken, the wrath of
God will abide upon those who are
guilty of them.
Inasmuch is God made man, and the
things which are around him, He
certainly has different claims upon him
--- the claim of creation, preservation,
and redemption. Since God has
revealed himself to man through
creation, nature, conscience, the
Scriptures, and Christ, no depth of
moral degradation can ever completely




As a result of their willful plunge into
idolatry, and into the depths of sin and
shame, God eventually withdrew His
restraint from the people and delivered
them to the inevitable consequences of
the sinful course which they had
chosen. When God withdrew His
restraints from those whom He left to
their polluted nature, they did so many
scandalous and disgraceful things, and
became worse and worse. His action in
abandoning them to judicial hardness is
described in the words. God gave them
over to uncleanness, meaning He
allowed them to dishonor, injure, and





We are living in an era when
multitudes are clamoring for absolute
liberation from all restrictions placed
on their manner of life, and the
devastating consequences of the
prevailing permissiveness are cer-
tainly evident to all close observers. It
is an undeniable fact that all Christians
are not living as the Lord would have
them to live.
Knowing that his beloved Timothy
was not immune to temptation, and that
he was at that stage in life when
seducti-Ve—innuences might lead him
astray. Paul wrote this letter to him
and told him what kind of a man he
wanted him to be and what he wanted
him to do. Paul deemed it proper to
admonish his dear friend to be on guard
against the subtle temptations of the
flesh, and also to commend those
splendid qualities which grow out of a
heart that is truly committed to Christ.
Aware that the undisciplined life
results in a Christian's yielding to
Satan's temptations to indulge in sin
and thereby render himself ineffective
in the service of Christ, Paul urged
Timothy to flee from some things and to
follow others. In order that he might be
truly useful to Christ, Paul requested
him to run away from "youthful lusts,"
which may not have been sins of the
flesh alone, but were lusts which
characterized youth in particular, but
also might be felt by one who was not a
youth in the strictest sense of the term.
Knowing that God could not put an
unclean vessel to an honorable use,
Paul besought Timothy to thrust aside
whatever might compromise his
testimony or diminish his influence. He
was hopeful that Timothy would pursue
righteousness and various other things
which would please the Lord, that he
would refuge to discuss insincere and
foolish questions or subjects about
which he knew little or nothing, that he
would avoid useless contention and
needless controversies, and that he
would cultivate the gentle art of per-
suasion in an earnest attempt to in-
fluence people to forsake the error of
their ways and to walk in God's ways.
In the case of any who may have been
lured into the snare of Satan and held
captive by him, Timothy was exhorted
to Sio .evsrfibing._Possible.....PLEsscuf,




And Moses said untrithe pii000.1reiir -
ve not, stand still, and see the salvation
of the Lord. — Exodus 14:13.
When we champion a righteous
cause, we should never be afraid.
Instead we stand firm. For if we do this,
we too will see the salvation of the Lord.
"Let's try it again... it's still fuzzy
Atchley's Angle By Lowell Atchley
A Sticker
Question
1. Received your official Kentucky
insurance sticker yet? ,
2. Are you still trying to figure out
what to do with it?
3. Have you read the instructions
accompanying the sticker?
4. Do you wish I'd get on with this
column?
Probably the three most often heard
comments in the state today are: "Ho
hum. What Democrat is running for
governor no?," "Whatever happened
to Louie Nunn?," and "Does that stupid
insurance sticker go on the front or the
rear of my car?"
The latest episode in what will go
down in Kentucky history books as the
Great Kentucky Insurance Sticker
Question of 1978 goes something like
this: State bureaucrats have now
enacted a 30 day grace period allowing
motorists time to get their insurance
stickers on their cars.
The requirement for displaying the
stickers should have gone into effect
today, but someAnsurance companies
have failed to deliver. But you still
have to have liability coverage,
bureaucrats say. As it stands now, the
sticker goes on the front or the rear of
your car. But a couple of weeks ago, a
Frankfort bureaucrat decided the
sticker should go on the front, contrary
to the original law which said the
stickers go on the rear. That decision,
raised the hackles on some legislators,
particularly the guys who wrote the
Law. So now the stickers can go on
either the front or back—take your
pick.
I question (I) The lawmakers who
drafted the law, (2) The bureaucrats
who read and interpreted the law, and
(3) The guy who wrote the instructions
on how to stick the silly decal on your
C8T.
First. The law. I'm not a lawyer. Just
an old country boy raised in the hills of
East Tennessee who learned to write
his ABCs on the backside of a hoe. But,
the writers of this law shouldn't have
been so sPecific. If they wanted the
sticker on the rear of Kentucky cars
they should have said "the front."
Second. The bureaucrats. Apparently
they did not have access to a hoe to
write their ABCs on when growing up
Third. The instructions: Swew
"Clean And Dry Inside Of Windshield.'
After doing that, I had to 'mock off the
remainder of the day to rest. "Carefully
Peel Sticker From Back Side Of This
Card." Easier said than done. I fum-
bled with the blasted thing for 20
minutes, finally giving it to my cat to
see if she could peel it off for me. She
did.
"Place Sticker On Lower Left Hand
Corner Of Inside Of Windshield. Be
Sure White Label Stays With Sticker."
Disregard this instruction. Stick it
where you want. And, what white label"'
After studying the issue, I figure the
bureaucrats in Frankfort fouled up by
not opening trade with Japan and
writing up a nice, fat service contract
with a Japanese firm to write the law
and the instructions for the stickers.
A friend of mine with the Japanese
Toy and Game Instruction Writing
Company, Ltd., Osaka, a fellow named
0 Wow, has sent me a sample set of
instructions that with a few revisions
can be used in Kentucky next year
___Llook- the-libttj ta revise the.. in-
structions slightly and they read like
this:
1. Approach car with keys in hand
2. Look underneath, in front and back
  al car to make sure it is still intact
iiind 'dri7inifae 11'6(1.-6ot:44-of
windshield.
3. With an unopened Kentucky
Insurance Sticker in hand, insert key.,
in ignition and start car.
4. Drive to Frankfort, being careful
on the way.
5. Park bear the capitol area and
walk until you meet someone.
6. Ask the person,"Are you a
bureaucrat working for the state of
Kentucky?"
7. If the answer is "Yes," carefully
peel the sticker, which you brought
along, from the back side of card.
8. Place the sticker on the lower
portion of the bureaucrat's head,














By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
After Proposition 13
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gov.
Edit-mid G. Brown Jr. says he can hear
the train coming and it won't be stop-
ped. The cargo is a tax rebellion that
looms as a major issue in the autumn
election campaign.
Brown, a tardy passenger who at first
opposed California's Proposition 13 but
sometimes sounds as though it was his
idea, was warning his fellow governors
that the voters are going to insist on
spending cuts and tax relief.
The topic was paramount when the
governors held their annual get-
together in Boston. One of their
responses, sponsored by Brown, was a
resolution asking that Washington foot
the bill from now on when the federal
government initiates programs that
cost the states money.
The governors agreed the same rule
should apply when states take action
that hits municipal treasuries.
Of course the money has to come
from the taxpayer in the end, be it
through the property taxes that
Californians ordered cut, or from state
or federal taxes. Shifting the bills may
not be much of an answer to the sen-
timents that surfaced in Proposition 13.
Mervin D. Field, a veteran public
opinion analyst in California, suggests
that the voters are looking for sub-
stantial cuts in government.
"It seems clear that Proposition 13
presages similar types of action in
other states because it represents a
middle cloti,reaction to the impact of
the continuing steady decline of the
dollar coupled with an increasing
proportion of income going to pay for
government services," Field writes.
In the Journal "Public Opinion,"
published by the American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Research,
Field says the voters would like to see
some people fired from government
jobs.
Even that underscores the problems
built into tax rebellion. Unemployment
compensation is a government
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Field writes that there Fig con-
siderabie evidence to support the idea
that California was only the beginning
of a nationwide reaction against high
taxes.
Field suggests that this could have an
impact "on all of the liberal social
programs inaugurated under FDR in
the 1930s and continuing through LBJ's
Great Society era of the 1960s."
He describes it as a supply and
demand sitation.
"During the past decades, politicians
have tended to respond mostly to the
demand side of the government ser-
vices market equation," he says.
"On the other side of the equation, the
supply side, taxpayers have until now
had a much harder time making a
concerted stand against increasing tax
burdens."
"Proposition 13 has shown the power
of aroused taxpayers, and there could
very well be a fundamental shift,"
Field says, in which politicians will






Headline Is a service for scaler
citizens. Its purpese is to answer
questions and salve problems — fast. If
you have a quad= it a mblem not
answered in tire edemas, write
Heartline, 114 gait Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You win
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed hi this column.
HEARTLINE : I havealways worked
for the federal government and thus I
am covered under the Civil Service
Retirement Program. I have heard
different people talk about an annuity
with survivor's benefit and an annuity
without survivor's benefits. I think I
know what these are, but I am not
exactly sure. Can you explain each of
these annuities and give advice to
which one a person should take? —
P.M.
These two types of Civil Service
Annuities are exactly what they mean.
An "annuity with survivor benefits to a
widower" is a reduced annuity to the
retiring employee and a survivor an-
nuity to the wife or husband to whom
the employee was married at time of
death. An "annuity without survivor
benefit" is an annuity which is only
payable during the lifetime of an em-
ployee.
A married employee is automatically
granted the annuity with survivor
benefits to widow or widower unless he
or she requests, in writing, the annuity
without survivor benefit.
If you are married, it would be a good
idea to take the "annuity with survivor
benefit" to help your spouse if you
should predecease them. If your spouse'
dies before you, then you can have your
annuity changed to an "annuity without
survivor benefit."
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 65
years old in May of this, year. At that
time I am going to start drawing my
Social Security benefits. My next door
neighbor retired last year and he
received a large check when he started
to draw. I was wondering how I can go
about doing this. Can you help me? —
G.S.
When your neighbor retired, he must
have taken Retroactive Social Security
benefits for the 12 months prior to his
retirement. Since the passage of the
new Social Security bill on Dec. 15, 1977,
this is no longer possible in most cases.
Under the old law, a person was
permitted to elect to receive benefits
for up to 12 months prior to the month in
which they filed an application. If such
months were prior to age 65, benefits
were actually reduced. The new bill will
eliminate retroactive benefits where
permanently reduced benefits would
occur. It does not apply to cases where
the benefits are disability-related or
where unreduced dependent's benefits
are involved. This became effective
with all applications filed after Jan. 1,
1978.
HEARTLINE: I have just turned 65
years old and I am now on Medicare. I
have heard that I am only covered for
90 lifetime days in the hospital. Is this
true? — T.J.
No, this is not true. You have up to 90
days of hospital coverage during a
benefit period. A benefit period begins
when you go into the hospital and it
ends when you leave the hospital and
Bre: at home for at least 60 days. For
,example, if you go into the hospital for
25 days and then are released and have
been at home for 60 days, your benefit
period has ended and you will then be
eligible for a new benefit period and 90
more days of coverage.
For people who do not understand
Medicare. Heartline has written a very
simplified book. "Headline's Guide to
Medicare" can be received by sending
81.75 to 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
10 Years Ago
The Kentucky Real Estate Com-
mission has announced that licenses
have been granted to W. Paul Dailey,
Jr., as broker and Charles G. Young as
salesman.
Army First U. Gary W. Beshear, son
of Mrs. Lucy Beshear, is now stationed
near Nha Trang, Vietnam.
Dr. Joseph E. Price, former
associate professor of English iffy
Murray State University, has assumed
the duties as chairman of the Division
of Languages and Literature at
20 Years Ago
Harry L. Lovett, seaman, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson D. Lovett, is
serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Franklin D. Roosevelt
operating with the Atlantic Fleet.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bernice
Hughes Lax, age 58, and Mrs. Hubert
Wilson, age 64.
Dr. Charles V. Farmer of Murray has
been appointed head of the Music
Department at Troy State College,
30 N ears Ago
Prentice Lassiter, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, spoke at the
opening day exercises at Almo High
School on Aug. 23, according to W. B.
Warr. Almo principal.
The second annual Kentucky,'
Missionary Institute of the Kentucky
Woman's Christian Missionary Society
will be held at Wells Hall, Murray State
College, Sept. 2 to 4, according to the
Rev. Robert E. Jarman, minister of the
First Christian Church, Murray.
Morehead State University.
Skip Booth, Jimmy Garland, and
Jerry Nfaupin were winners of the
Calloway County Pistol Club Match.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jetton of Bell
City will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on Sept. 8.
Mr. a)id Mrs. Billy Smith and
children, Billy Dale and Bobbie, of
Kirksey and Miss Betty Smith of Lone
Oak have returned home after a three
weeks' motor trip in the western states
Troy, Ala.
The Sixth grade pupils, ordinarily
attending Carter Elementary School,
will be housed in the new arts building
on South Ninth Street, Murray, and
should report there for registration.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Macabre" starring William Prince
and Jim Backus and "Hell's Five
Hours" starring Stephen McNally,
Coleen Gray, and Vic Morrow.
_
The annual meeting of the Calloway
County Homemakers Club will be he'd
Sept. 3 at the little Auditorium, Murray
State College, according to Mrs.
Maynard Ragsdale, president of the
county organization.
Miss Barbara Shackelford, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Oury Shackelford of
Murray, was married to Thomas
Nathaniel Erwin, son of Mrs. J. D
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FILM DEVELOPING & PRINTING
12 EXPOSURES 1  99
20 EXPOSURES 2  99
24 EXPOSURES . . . 3.49











































with this fantastic bargain!
MAGIC LOUNGER
16 poshion lame with podded bead
rest. litre heavy Mistier hose.
GREAT FABRIC SPECIALS!
45-48" elk Ilipt DOUBLE KNIT
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Debut Of Coach Mike Gottfried
PAGE 7-A '
Murray State-Semo To Clash Saturda
-11) TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
New faces and promising
matchups provide an extra
tinge of excitement as the
Murray State Racers open
their season schedule
against Southeast Missouri
at Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
As always, there's the
excitement of opening day,
with Murray trying to irn-
prove on its 31-19-2 first-
game record. And the
Racers will attempt to make
it 14 wins in 15 games
against Semo.
But Saturday also marks
the debut of head Coach
Mike Gottfried, 33, an of-
fensive coordinator at the
University of Arizona last
season, as the Ohio Valley
Conference's youngest head
coach.
And two battles between
opposing players merit extra
attention.
Fullback Danny Lee
Johnson, who led the Racers
in rushing last season with
__565 yards on 1'4 carries, will
attempt to outduel a Semo
sophomore with even more
impressive freshman
credentials.
Bill White, a 5-11, 170-
pound tailback, didn't even
start in last season's
Murray-Semo battle (won by
Murray 13-6). But after
earning a first-team spot
later in the season, he
picked ,up 747 yards on 116
carries.
White was a big reason
Semo finished with a 7-3-1
mark — co-champions of
the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association.
Perhaps the best matchup
will come on the offensive
line, an area on the field
many fans rarely bother to
notice.
Vernon Broadnax, the
Racer's 6-6, 410-pound of-
fensive tackle, may well be
up against his toughest
Guyii SaYers (background), former NFL running back great, took time from his post as Southern Illinois University athletic direc-
tor to tali with Racer ',fiddlers. In center is Donny tee Johnson. Sayers and Joe Gottfried, brother of Mike Gottfried and the
Soleki heed basketball aped, visited the Racers Thursday.
Racer Roster
No. Nome . Pos. Ht.:
11 Jerry Powell 08 5-11
1L2 Roger Rtkah4n9 DB 6-i
1.4 mike Dickens QB 6-3
15 Ricky Ray OS 6-0
16 Fred Fiveash - QB 6-2
17 Keith Swearingen WB 6-0
18 ' Calvin Clark DB 5-10
19 Clint Williams WR 5-6
20 Billy Lew is DB 5-10
21 Doug Shelton WA 5-10
22 Lindsey Hudspeth TB 5-11
23 Freddy Meyers WA 5-6
24 Don White LB 6-0
25 Jim Dunnaway FB 5-10
26 Danny Lee Johnson FB 6-1
27 Jeff Braaten SE 6-3
26 Randy Campbell KS 5-11
29 Aushne Perine SE 5-11
30 Zack Isaacs TB 6-1
31 Tyrus Brown FB 6-2
31 Bill Hanners SE 6-2
33 Wes. Furgerson TE 6-3
34 George Randolph WA 5-9
35 Terry Bledsoe LB 6-1
37 George Turnley TB 5-8
3$ Nick Nance"— TB 5-11
40 Roy Hack ley DB 5-11
41 Tim Tyler DB 6-0
42 Bin Rack ley DB 6-0
4 "' &id Faster OB 134--
44 Carl Minor DB 5-10
45 Vince Casey SE 5-11
41 Tony Lester FB -411
48 Jett Charles MG 6-1
49 Glen Jones DB 5-111
50 Matt Kordenbrock C 6-1
51 Steve Maxwell LB 6-1
52 David Reagan DE 6-1
53 .Tony Boone NG 6-0
35 Kenneth Woods NG 6-2
58 Don Benningfield C 6-1
59 Mitch Nelson OG 6-0
80 Reggie Pope OT 6-0
61 Dennis Sellers KS 6-3
62 David Conley OG 6-0
63 Norman Fen OT 6-0
54 Dan Hutchinson OG 6-1
65 Phillip Poerier OT 6-3
66 Tim Wheeler OG 6-0
66 Brad Johnson OT 6-4
79 _ Mike Moore OG 6-1
71 Jeff Gardner DT 6-2
73 Dennis Waddell C 6-2
74 Vernon Broadnax OT 8-8
7$ Cecil Woiberton C 6-3
77 Jeff Carly, OT 6-3
78 Chuck Marquess DT 6-3
79 Bruce Martin DT 6-4
_ IN _Larry_Maze ___ Car. _5,11
41 —Tholverit Lanprier=7."-, Of — -3
84 J. W Sanders ,. DE 6-2
85 Kris Robbins . t E 6-2



























































































































Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
inatchup all season. He'll
face Alex Clinton, a 6-3, 227-
pound All-America candidate
at defensive tackle. Clinton
was an all-conference
selection last season.
"I told Vernon that he
would improve through
experience as the season
progressed," Gottfried said.
But he may be up against
his toughest assignment with
no college experience."
That Murray offensive line
could be the key to a Racer
victory.
Experience lies in center
Dennis Waddell, a 6-2 senior,
and backup Cecil Wolberton,
at 6-3, also a senior.
At one guard spot will be
6-1, 210-pound Dan Hut-
chinson, a '77 all-conference
performer.
The other three line spots
will be manned by players
with no college playing time.
Tackles will be Broadnax
and Tim Wheeler, a 6-0, 230-
pound freshman from
Erlanger, Ky. At the other
tackle spot will be Reggie
Pope, a 225-pound senior.
David Thomas, who led
the Racers in receiving last
season wi'.11 29 catches for
407 yards, will be at tight
end, while Jeff Braaten, who
had 19 catches in '77, will be
at split end.
In the backfield will be
senior Mike Dickens at
quarterback and Doug
Shelton, who moved from
the defensive secondary, at
wingback.
Johnson will be at
fullback, and Zach Issacs, a'
6-1 freshman from Las
Cruces, N.M., will start at
tailback. Lindsey Hudspeth
is currently the No. 2 man
St that spot.
.Jesse Lopez, a Semo's
highly-touted quarterback,
won't start because of a
Tech Picked To Top OVC
By the Associated Press
Don Wade is one those
football coaches who can see
the dark clouds no matter
how bright the silver lining.
According to his fellow
coaches in the Ohio Valley
Conference, Wade's Ten-
'nessee Tech team is favored
to take the league title. But
Wade isn't looking that far
ahead. For the moment, he
is concerned about the
disaster he insists awaits his
team in Saturday's season
opener at Nicholls State.
Saturday's game at
Thibodaux, La., is one of
three involving OVC teams.
In the others, Murray State
hosts Southeast Missouri and
Middle 'Tennessee calls on
powerful Tennessee State at
Nashville.
"Last year, they (Nicholls
State) beat a team that beat
as, and that's enough to
worry me," said Wade.
"Usually you can't tell much
about a team by watching. a
film that's a year old. But
they obviously had a super
defense and they have
everybody back.
''Last Saturday, we
scrimmaged the best against
the worst the worst, and the
worst beat the ears off the
best.'
Racer tots Wee to see a good deal of Violet Cactus in Roy Stewart Stadium this season. Cactus
will circle the field each time Murray State scores. The Racers open their season Saturday again.
st Southeast Missouri.
Foster's Homer, Single
Lead Cincy Past St. Louis







ST. LOUIS — Slugger
George Foster, one of the
few Cincinnati Reds not
affected by a season-long
power drought, hopes the
Big Red Machine is ready to
shift out of its doldrums and
into high gear.
"Nobody was hitting until
tonight, and then everybody
hit," said Foster after
_ 215_ _ _contributing a "solo home run
/Md. an RBI single-4o an 114
190 Fr. Reds triumph over the St.
215 So. Louis Cardinals Thursday
170 So. night-
"I hope it continues this
225 Sr. way WresT orthe—ieV017-
190 Fr he continued. "We 
know we
215 Fr
can score runs, but the thing,, 
225 S 
is we have to keep doing it.
r
We could get on a hot
195 Sr streak. When we're swinging
225 Sr the bats well, nobody can
beat us.
The slump-ridden Reds.
who started the night 7,7
games behind the front
running Los Angeles
Dodgers in the National
League West, moved a
halfgame closer on a 14-hit
attack.
Foster clubbed his homer,
his 31st of the campaign, to
trigger a seven-run
avalanche In the world
inning. He-Ifter added a
single for his 98th RBI as
the Reds sent 11 batters t,
the plate.
Tay Vilifit anff riive
Concepcion chipped in run-
producing singles in an
inning which Included Joe
Morgan's threerun homer.
"I asked (third base coach
Alex) Grammes if he was a
sprained ankle. His
replacement will be Doug
Beard, a 5-10 sophomore.
The Racer defensive
secondary, another major
concern of the Murray
coaches, returns only one
starter — cornerback Roy
Hackley, a preseason All-
OVC pick. At the other
corner - will be William
Lewis, primarily a punt
returner last season.
Safeties will be senior
Roger Rushing, moved from
quarterback," "and sophomore
Bud Foster.
Two tackles rated as
among the best in the
conference will spearhead
the defensive line. Bruce
Martin, a senior from
Ow•esnboro, will be at left
tackle, while Chuck
Marquess, a senior from
Lake Worth, Fla., will be at
right tackle.
Freshman Kenny Woods
will start at noseguard, and
Bill Shannon and David
Reagan will be at the ends.
Shannon is a 6-4 senior from
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., while
Reagan, chosen as the most
improved player on the
Racer squad after spring
practice, is a 6-1 senior from
Paris, Tenn..
Wes- Furgerson, who
averaged 39.4 yards a kick last
season, will handle the pun-
ting chores. Furgerson started
slowly in practice due to a bad




By the Associated Press
Alabama, voted No. 1 in
the Associated Press college
football preseason poll,
starts its 1978 season
Saturday night against No.
10-ranked Nebraska. The
game between the two
goliaths will be played at
Birmingham, Ala., where
Alabama hopes . to get
revenge for last year's 31-24
Nebraska victory — the only
loss the Crimson Tide suf-
fered.
Other night contests
Saturday will Lind Arkansas
State at Tulsa, Western
Carolina at East Carolina,
West Texas State vs.
Mississippi State at Jackson,
Miss., and Texas-El Paso at
North Texas State.
In day games Saturday,
Texas-Arlington travels to
Drake, Eastern Michigan is
at Northern Michigan and
Southern Mississippi is at
Richmond.
On Sunday, Utah State will
Play Idaho State in Osaka,
Japan.




Oral and Maxillo facial
Surgery










little nervous, there were so
many guys going past him,"
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson said of the Reds'
biggest inning this year.
The San Diego Padres
defeated the Montreal Expos
6-1 in the other National
League game Thursday.
"I like for us to hit the
ball and score some runs for
a change," said Anderson
after watching his club snap
a sirgame losing streak.
You wonder how you can
fe-tbal long.. huLeit.erybudY—
goes through it. You wonder
hoe you can play that
crazy, but It happens."
Reds right-hander Tom
Seaver, 12-13, coasted to his
first victory since August 2.
Jim Dunnaway, a fresh-
man from South Shore, Ky.,
will do -4/at place-kicking,
and should see some action
at fullback this season.
Murray State officials
report that plenty of
reserved bleacher ($4) and
general admission ($3)
tickets are still available for
the game.
The contest will be broad-
cast locally over WNBS-AM
and WAAW-FM radio in
Murray, as well as WDXR-AM
in Paducah. Three other
stations — WYMC in
Mayfield, WFUL in Fulton
and WKOA in Hopkinsville —





























Leah Workman pictured with Phil Rogers of Carroll VW.
I spent a total of $35.00 for gasoline on o recent round trip to Sarasota ,
Florida, approximately 1800 rfhl.e,s, averaging 43 miles per gallon. This was ac-
complished with 4 people in the car and lots of luggage I con honestly say my-
GLC is a great little car
Prices Start At 
$349900*
'Basic Model Excluding Doolor Prep Liconso 4 Taxes
7- 145 $- fert vsOne T-odey-4t The-West Xerthscier's-tcorra rEar Cvnterr
Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda


































































































































11 Rollins, Rich 
12 Shelton, Bill 
15 Morton, Greg 
20 Foster, Tim 
21 Kendall, Thomas 
23 Berkley, Tim 
24 Garrastazu, Luis 
25 Requarth, Eddie  , WO
30 Ball, Albert FB
31 Hibbard, Mike 
32 Reed, Bo 
33 Rice, John 
34 Swift, Nick 
36 Hill, Scott 
37 Davis, Kenny 
40 Wells, Bradley 
41 Orr, Scotty 
42 Schanbacher, Greg 
43 Warner, Alan 
44 Smith, Terry 
47 Long, Gary 
50 Lovins, Eric 
53 Finney, Keith 
54 Falwell, Tim 
55 Barber, Mark' 
56 Purdom, Tripp 
60 Jackson, Wayne 
61 McDowell, Dwight 
62 Spann, Jerry 
63 Taylor, Bruce 
64 Henry, Doug 
65 Johnson, Craig 
66 Wright, Kevin 
67 Cunningham, Greg 
68 McCuiston, Mark 
70 Kurz, Mike 
71 Hopkins, David 
72 Brown, Terry 
73 Herndon, Tony 
74 Denham, Mark 
75 Stephenson, David 
76 Jones, Zachary 
78 Chadwick, Jeff 
79 Rickman, John 
80 Latto, Dave 
81 Vaughn, Kevin 
82 Hibbard, Nick 
83 Milton, Bill 
84 Roberts, Robin 
85 Morganit, Jamie 
























































Sept. 8 Lake Co.(Tenn.)
+Sent. 15 Mayfield
Sept. 22 Heath
+Sept. 29 ..Caldwell Co.
Oct. 6 Trigg Co.
Oct. 13 Open Date
Oct. 20 Hopkinsville
+Oct. 27 Tilghman





Oct. 5.. North Marshall
Oct. 12 Mayfield
+Oct. 1'9 Trigg Co. -
+Oct. 26 "Calloway Co.
Head Coach: John









+Oct. 2  
+Oct. 6
Oct. 9 









Oct. 23 Camden, Tenn.
Freshmen Schedule
+Aug. 31 Fulton City
Sept. 7 Heath
Sept. 14........Lone Oak
Sept. 21 North Marshall
+Sept. 28 Ballard Memorial
4-Oct. 5 Benton
+Oct. 12 South Marshall
+Oct. 19 Reidland
+Oct. 26 Murray High
Head Coach: Stan Outland
Assistants: Joe




• Exclusive 6-way Dial-A-Nap* rug\
height adjustment
• Top filling disposable dust bag
prevents clogs, keeps suction
strong
• Edge Kleener cleans that last tough
inch along baseboards
SAVE '30°'
NEC. MI5 MOT •
NEC. $19.95 ATTACNMENTS









bag has a huge
'AO (Ai in capacity,
Cleans Shags!
PURDOWS, MC.
Murray, Ky. — 753-4872
You can bet Murray High Coach John Nina will be pleased with results like this one - a successful
field goal by Nick Swift - as the Tigers tackle Reidland tonight in their 8 p.m. home opener at Ty
Holland Stadium. Staff Notes by Tony Wasp.
Yankees Pull Within 61/2
the Associated Press
While the Red Sox relaxed
on an off-day and enjoyed
their standing atop the
American League East, their
four pursuers worked at
cutting into Boston's lead.
Three of the chasers would
have been better off resting
Thursday.
Only the New York
Yankees were able to gain
any ground, shaving
Boston's margin to 642
games with a 6-2 verdict
over Baltimore. The Orioles
fell 12 games off the pace
while thirdplace Milwaukee
split a pair. with Cleveland,
winning 1-0 then losing 12-6,
and dropped 8tt games out.
Detroit lost to Minnesota 4-1
and is fourth, 11 back.
"There's going to be a
pennant race," said Yankees
outfielder Lou Piniella, who
homered and singled in New
York's seventh consecutive
victory and 12th in the last
15 games. "It's going to be
tough, no question. But if we
play well, we've got plenty
of time."
The Yankees have 31
games left — seven -against
Boston — while the Red Sox
have 30 to play.
The 61,2-game deficit is the
closest New York has come
since Aug. 11.
Brewers 1-6, Indians 042
Milwaukee's Mike Cald-
well, 17-8, threw a six-hitter
to outduel Mike Paxton, who
had a three-hitter as the
Brewers won the opener.
Ben Oglivie's second-inning
home run provided the
scoring.
"I've been consistent with
my pitches," said Caldwell.
"I haven't thrown a lot of
hanging breaking balls. I've
got 17 victories with a
month to go. If my arm
stays healthy, there's no.
reason I won't win 20."
"The guy pitched well,"
said Paxton, 9-8, of Caldwell.
Eagles' Chapman Optimistic
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Returning a veteran of-
fensive line, nine defensive
starters and quarterback
Phil Simms, who led the
Ohio Valley Conference in
passing- and total offense
last year, Morehead State
Coach Wayne Chapman is
understandably optimistic
about the 1978 football
season.
"I feel good about this
TOUGH
tt
season," said the third-year
coach. "Our kids have
grown up a lot and I believe
they have a good attitude
about winning."
The Eagles, 2-6-2 overall
last year and 24-1 in the
OVC, jumped off to a 2-1-1
start before falling on hard
times.
In a three-week stretch,
the Eagles lost to Tennessee
Tech' 24-22, tied Western
Kentucky 20-20 and lost to
East Tennessee 37-34.
"We played about three
games there in the middle
that we should have won,"
TR air of got us do. *
Chapman has a veteran at
every position on the of-
fensive line, but can afford
9tough price no injuries."We're going to have to





The price is good - the value is.
terrific. This is a BIC garden trac-
tor --. the Case 444 - 14 horses
tough with hydraulic drive,
hydraulic attachment lift, high
clearance, accepts biggest at-
taclimtmts 41" mower, 54" blade
45" snowblower, 41" tiller Come
in for a demonstration
Gat* groat dual and gat tough!





503 Welnut 753 3067
come in there," he said.
They will be protecting
Simms, who passed for 2,041
yards and 15 touchdowns
last year.
Chapman said the passing
game should also be potent
this year, with receivers like
5-foot-7 Dorron Hunter, who
caught 36 passes for 687
yards last year as a fresh-
man. He also led the OVC in
punt-return average and was
sixth in kick-off returns.
"We've worked him at
tailback, both last fall and
this spring," said Chapman.
."but he's not that big a kid.
By next year -he might be
stronger."
Competition has been
fierce at the other wide
receiver position, where
Kenny Turner beat , out
E:arry Campassi, the ,OVC's's
second-leading receiver Iasi
year, in spring practice. '
Starting fullback Norman




Of the nine returning
defensive starters, most
have played two seasons.
"Possibly, for the first
time, we can have the kind
of defensive team we'd like
to have," Chapman said. "I
feel in the past our defense
hasn't done the job it should
have done. Of course, our
offense put them in had
shape a number of times."
Julius Combs has been
moved from monster back to
defensive end, where he will
team with Dean Cvitkovic.
Kenny Hopkins has stepped
in at safety for Greg Bright,
who has moved to monster.
T.A. Spalding and Henry
Sykes will be the cor-
Linebackers include
Tommy Warren, Rodney
Jefferson and Marc Kessler.
Horace Boswell will play
nose guard, with Tom Day
and Matt Blair battling at
defensive tackle.
( MURRAY LEDGER to TIMES)
Calloway Frosh Lose 7-0
A fourth-down, 10-yard
touchdown pass was the only
score as Fulton City
defeated the Calloway
County freshman 7-0 at the
North Elementary field
Thursday.
The contest was the
season opener for both
squads.
That eventual game-
winning TD came midway
through the second quarter,
and was most, of the offense
generated by both teams for
the day.•
Calloway could manage
only one first down for the
contest, that on a complete
pass by Roger Dawson in
the second quarter.
"We obviously just never
got untracked on offense,"
said assistant Coach Billy
4itut I was certainly
-proud of our defense."
Nix praised noseguard Don
Hargrove and linebackers
Kevin Kernell and Kirk
Starks. Other defensive
players Nix felt played well
were tackles Rodney Hor-
schell and Shawn Jones,
ends David TTpton and
Roger Tebbetts, cornerbacks
Roger Dawson and Brad
Miller, and safeties Kyle
Cardinal and. Tony Work-
man.
Greg Darnell didn't play
because of illness.
The Laker frost' did have
Fulton pinned deep in its
own territory just before the
first half, but Calloway was
penalized for roughing the
-BC Tournament
Trying Again
ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP) —
Lee Trevino and 149 other
professional golfers tried
again today to start the
$225,000 BC Open Golf
Tournament.
Constant rains drenched
the Em Joie Golf Club
course Thursday and
postponed the opening round.
Tournament officials decided
to run the event today
through Labor Day on the
6,903-yard, par-71 course.
Last year's runner-up, Lee
Elder, withdrew from the
tournament because of the
death of a close friend.
Other pretournament
favorites include U.S. Open
champion Andy North, PGA
champion John Mahaffey
and the last year's BC Open
winner, Gil Morgan.
The delay could boost
attendance for the four-day
tournament, which will now
end on a holiday, "officials
said.
"We are used to any
disaster," said Alex
Alexander, t.e tournament
direckor. "We're not con-
cerned at all. We can't play
Gold. We'll handle any
situation and we'll handle
this." -
The weather was expected
to clear over the area by
this morning.
kicker after a punt, giving
Fulton an automatic first
down.
-That was about the only
chance we had to get in
good field position," Nix
,
said.
The first-year Laker squad.
travels to Heath Sept. 7 for
the first of three straight
road games. They will hoar
Ballard Memorial Sept. 28.
Laker Roster
12 Brad Bryan QB
17 Mark Herndon QB
21 Mickey Butterworth HE
25 Ricky Barrow HB •
34 Shane Morton FIB
36 John Canady HB
42 Roy Williams FB
43 Mike Shipwash FB
50 Tommy Fike 
51 - Richie Steen 
60 Marty McCuistion T
61 Kenny Clark 
62 John Grearn 
63 Mike Mason 
64 Wesley Bowden 
71 Max McGinnis.
72 Terry Sledd 
75 , Howard Garland 
77 Richard Young 
78 Steve Enoch 
81 Mark Coates 
82 Steve Barnett 
83 Mitchell Moss 
84 Mike Pearson 
85 Tim McAlister 
87 Tim reltner 

























































Ahley's airtight cast-iron doors and exclu-sive patented downdraft system extend
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
while automatically maintaining the heat level
you select! Amazingly economical, too, with
users reporting fuel savings of 50 to 75 percent!
Enjoy modern convenience









Murray, Ky. — 753-4872
Thinking of Landscaping This Fall?
Jones Landscaping
can accommodate all your needs
We design and install
or






Trees (large & small calipers)
Fruit Trees
Patios of Concrete, Brick on Sand,
Redwood Decking and Retaining Walls
Railroad Ties




Call Eddie Jones 753-1725
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What kind of day will
Udnorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20( IlYik4
You are in the mood to go off
on tangents and to ignore
present affairs Just when
more attention is called for.
Don't let yourself down this
way.
TAURUS
, Apr. 21. to May 21( ----s‘P
Your intuition tells you that
a familiar situation requires
special handling to keep you
out of a tight spot, but don't let
your action be made in haste.
GEMINI
-4-may 22- to June 214 W.
An unusual idea Could spark
a new approach to career
matters. This is a day to ex-
pand your business contacts in
a well-planned manner.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23( 18/0
Keen competition will not
discourage you because of
your confidence in your own
ability Make the best of your
many fine talents.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug: 23( a
Smaller advances may be
more rewarding than one
giant leap forward. The
footing may be surer and the
demands more easily met.
VIRGO npL
4 Aug, 24 to Sept. 23(
Look for someone outside
your normal circle of friends
to help with a venture, but
make certain that there is a
similarity of outlook.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Self-discipline is one of your
strongest traits, and it should




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22iMeV
Not the time to irritate
others without ample reason.
It may be better to hold up an
deons and wait for added
factors to appear
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,
A discussion at ambitionS,
goals, plans and ideas for the
future can be held with
associates for a long-term
benefit.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 1C11
Do not take any action in a
pressing situation until you
are certain you have all the
facts because a mistake
cannot be easily undone.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Reading between the lines
and 'examining the fine print
are called for on a day that
should be profitable. An
unexpected discovery may be
made.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20(
There may be a shuffling of
your duties and respon-
sibilities. but accept them
gracefully and you may bi
pleased.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
open and friendly person with
qualities of leadership. As
with many Virgoans, you can
guide others without ap-
pearing to push them, and
thus you are easily followed.
You never take yourself too
seriously, but a fear of failure
does at times slow your
progress. The best of many
fields is yours for the driving,
but anything with the arts,
writing, acting, painting. is
'eikeuary Tutted. - • -
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebocreport lobo brie vet
received thoir tiote•-detiverted
copy of Tbe ahem Weer 4
Taws by 5:30 pia. tImedery•
Mart or by 3:30 p.m. se Steyr
*1,1 Ore surged I. cell 753-1116
betwooe 530 p.m. sod 6 p.m_
Mealley-Fridey, or 3:30 p.m.
aid4 p.m. Sitterdeys, to Moore
delivery if Wet eowspoper. Cob
west he pieced by 6
weekdays le 4 pot. Seterdrys
I. getweites delivery.










New Northem ions two
tissues into one strong
tissue Then cushions the
rot. with a special process
to give you a new kind of
soft 4 rolls. 400 sheets per







Pantry Pack means 15 deli-
cious candy bars in the
pack Your choice of
Snickers* Plain or Peanut
M & M's* , Milky Way or 3
Musketeers* candy bars












Desitin Body Lotion leaves skin sof-
ter feeling 10-oz. (net wt ) bottles in
regular scent or baby fresh
Lightweight Machine Washable
72" x 84" Size Blankets





stitched edges for dura-
ilitY Many colors.




created to get your whole vvash
beautifuily clear and b right. With its
built-in 






Detergent gets your clothes clean -
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oT;ester Double create Knit material to help youyouron own exciting 
fashions Come
in and you c may find the roght solid 
Colored 

















I' VIII '4- IA 1 Ilk %It KRYt, Ky.. I..EDGEK 11111.—, . .)..01•CU4kit'l
Concentrated All with bleach, borax and
brighteners gets your clothes really clean.
For hot, warm or cold water washes..
Net weight 49-ounces.
Fight cavities with Crest. Regular
or Mint flavored, toothpaste in net















The oeauty soap that
leaves you clean and soft
feeling. 5-oz (net wt.




Your choice of Spearmint,






Be economical, save gas by tuning
up your car. We have a large
selection- of. regular—or resistor.
. Spark plugs that fit most America







No pattern, no special
skills necessary - just sew
one seam, adjust hem and
presto - a snappy fashion!
All fabrics are machine
washable in warm water.
Each piece has 61/2"






Record your favorite sounds on high
quality 60 or -90-minute cassette
tapes Reproduces music with r!o .






Liquid Plumr Liquid Drain ,
Opener pours through stand-
ing water, dissolves hair, cuts
grease, is safe for pipes, gar-
bage disposals, and porcelain.
32Iluid ounces.
-ev„ lekarea.Un::!:!!!•:•:'/A
Gledg Wrap, the crystal
clear Polyethylene —that
stretches on. seals tight.




• Glad' heavyweight standAip
storage bags are ideal for
freezing You get 20-gallon
size bags LIMIT 2
4, —,rir..--tzysofe,',v ,ft?,,!:. X.;.:;,:•:•:?.,""
------ -





Flip-Lock Top Glad* Sand-
wich bags have an wn
improved pleated bag
shape Box of 150
bags LIMIT 2
e I-.1"Nafak
Soft and colorful stripped
knee-hi socks Many colors
to choose from in size 9
toll,
A good idea for .snacks .at
home, for school. or _office
'Fresh and crisp. 1 0-ct. pkg.
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Front row: (from left) George Turnley, Tim Wheeler, Keith Swearington, Jerry Powell, Doug Shelton, Lindsey Hud-
speth Reggie Pope, Greg King,„ Austine Perine, Nick Nance. Back row: Kris Robbins, David Thomas, Wes furgerson,
Vernon Broadnex, David Conley, Mitch Nelson, Zach lssacs, Dennis Waddell, Mike Dickens, Cecil Wolberton, Tyrus
Brown, Tony Lester, Dan Hutchinson, Norm Fell, Ricky Ray, Jeff Braaten, Danny Lee Johnson.
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE








Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.















8 a.m. tit 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
8 a.m. I'll Midnight - Fri 8. Sat.






Front, left, Roy Hackley, Bill Lewis, Calvin Clark, Greg Evans, Jeff Charles, Kenny Woods, Dan White, Bud Foster, Bill
Rackley, Tim Tyler. Back row, left, Richard Lanpher, Steve Maxwell, David Reagan, Roger Rushing, Jeff Parks, Chuck
Marquess, Jeff Gardner, Bruce Martin, Tim Miller, Bobby Craig, Tony Boone.
79's Will Be Arriving Soon!
C-17, C-J5, Cherokee, Wagoneer & Trucks,
Pacer 8. Pacer Wagon, AMX, Spirit and Con-
cord.





























































































Is Hard To Find
By Abigail Van Buren
1570 by CArC100 Tnbune N News Sod Inc
DEAR ABBY: I'm 28 and my husband is 33. We've been
married for six years, and our life would lie beautiful if it
weren't for his jealousy, which is so intense it borders on in-
sanity!
He has tried everything from psychiatry to prayer
meetings, but nothing has helped.
I have never given him any cause to doubt me, but for
some reason he doesn't trust me out of his sight. The only
thing I can think of that would-give him complete peace of
mind is a chastity belt!
Will you please tell me where I can get one? I know they
haven't been used since the Middle Ages, but there must be
onelround somewhere. Or perhaps someone who works in
metals could make one for me. Whatever the price, it will be
worth it.
Please rush your answer to me. This is no joke.
SYLVIA IN GREENWICH
DEAR SYLVIA: The only chastity belts I have ever seen
are in museums. But if there are any around for sale, or if I
hear Of a metalsmith who is willing to fashion one for you,
I'll let you know.
DEAR ABBY:I am 17 and overweight, but everyone tells
me I have a pretty face. I've had only two dates in my life,
mad you just can't imagine how much I'd like to have a
boyfriend.
One night at a school hop one of the most popular boys in
school took an interest in me. I was in heaven. He offered to
take me home and we parked on the way and he kissed me.
It was wonderful. We kissed a lot, and finally I got scared
and made him stop.
He said he wanted to see me again, but next tithe he didn't
intend to stop at a kiss. He told me to get wise, that any fat
girl can be popular if she will go all the way. I was shocked
and asked him to take me right home.
He told me to think it over and call him when I changed
my mind. That was two months ago, and I have been think-
ing it over. I don't want to be a bad girl, but I want a
boyfriend. Should I pay the price'?
FAT AND LONELY
DEAR FAT: The price might be more than you're
prepared to pay. That boy wants to use you. "Fat girls can
be popular," he says, if they will go all the way."
Brilliant! So can THIN girls, with the kind of boys who
use girls, and then go on to fresher game.
He is not for you. And neither is any boy who feeds you
that kind of line.
IP.S. Please look into Overeaters Anonymous. They're
terrific for girls with your problem.)
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend went to a bridal shower chit
was held in the home of another girl she barely knew.
While she was there, someone stole $50 from her coat
pocket. That was all the money she had. (I've lent her some
money so she can buy groceries this week.)
When my friend told her hostess that she had been ripped
off. all the hostess did was say she was very sorry.
Don't you think the hostess should have offered to replace
the money?
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: The hostess, in giving a shower for a
friend, may not have known all the girls her friend invited.
Therefore, the hostess could hardly be held liable for the
loss. The moral: Take no chances; always keep your cash
with you.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:





IbirtgieTt2 pie es of fish,
8 Southern style
hush puppies, a pint of








Callers Harass Witness To Pedestrian Death
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP ) —
Mrs. X, one' of the witnesses
to a hit-and-run death on
Aug. 19, has received five
telephone calls threatening
her and her family with
harm unless she retracts
statements made to police.
She said the callers,
sometimes a man and at
other times a woman,. told
her that if she didn't retract
her statements "my face
would look like Mr. Dohr-
mann's."
Frank Dar-mann, her 83-
year-old neighbor, was
struck and killed by an auto
as he apparently pushed a
child out of the car's path.
The vehicle left the scene
and two hours later, police
charged Mickey Trusty, 20,
with murder. His case has
been continued until Oct. 12
in Felony Court.
Mrs. X was one of several
witnesses whose names went
into an accident report
compiled by Jefferson
County police but her name
never appeared in news
ik..courits of the incident.
Mrs. X, asking that her
identity be kept anonymous
to prevent further
harassment, said the
threatening calls all came
during two days last week
and then stopped.
She took four of the calls
and the fifth was answered
by her 14-year-old daughter
who turned the telephone
over to tier mother after the
caller asked for her.
In the last call, Mrs. X
said the caller was able to
describe her daily routine,
the color of her car and the
hours that her husband was
at work.
That was the call, she
said, that persuaded her to
go to county police.
"When you get threats
against your kids, you don't
ignore them. You think
about it," she said.
She asked police how
anyone could get her name
off the accident report and
was told "that wouldn't be
too hard, that just about
anyone could get in these
police records."
Because the information
about witnesses is in an
accident report, it is open to
public inspection but anyone
asking to look at such a
report is supposed to sign a
slip of paper.
A clerk in the records
office said the only persons
who signed -to look at the
report of the Dohrmann
accident were an insurance
agent and a reporter.





impossible for anyone to tile
the report without sign*
but Bob Yates, a cooky
police spokesman, said the
records office is always
open, even though clerks are
on duty only during the day
Mrs. X said none of ;le
other witnesses has batn
both 41ered and she ad ,
"I'm scared. But ' if y
"think they are going -; o
frighten me and make :1;*e
not testify.. .they might ;as
well give up." I;• •lee.% r\r-• • • •• • . I
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Uncle Jeff's The First And Still




65% Polyester 35% Coteon
Has fishnet back, detachable nylon game bag,
24 elastic shotgun shell holding com-






Includes 4 Deluxe Super Darts, 2-

























pair 2b2 lbs. adjustable, 10-4 oz. lead weighl,,
making them adjustable from 4 oz. to 2 lbs.
Constructed of extra heavy vinyl which laces























Complete set includes 4 steel shaft rackets with
aluminum ferrules, twisted nylon string
stringing, 2-3 piece painted steel poles la " dia. I,
4 ground stakes with guy ropes, l-2"x20 all






Check Uncle Jeff's prices on all
shotguns, rifles & pistols. Also check
prices on all of our ammo. We have the






All Kinds, We've Got It





































Improves and maintains body tone, stimulates cir-
culation, trims waistline, builds body tissue and
muscle, developes a firmer grip. Lose or gain weight or

























The funeral for Laverne
Wilson Wallis will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr Walter Michke, Jr., the
Rev. Edd Glover, and the
Rev. Bob D•affen officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Kim Wallis. Jack Wallis.
Dr. Billy. Wilson. Jack Beale
Kennedy, James Wilson, J.
W. Cathey, Mark Kennedy,
and Dudley Hoffman.
Honorary pallbearers will be
former employees and
business associates of Mr.
Wallis. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight ( Friday I.
Mr. Wallis, age 67, died
Thursday at 5:50 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He had been in the
grocery store business in
Murray from 1930 until his
retirement last year.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Martha Reid Kennedy










The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will observe
"Building Fund Day" on
.Sunday, Sept. 3. with the
pastor. the Rev. Lawson
Williamson., to speak at the
eleven a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
worship services.
Jim Neale, deacon of the
week, will assist in the
services.
The Adult Choir, directed
by Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Scott as pianist and Miss
Judy Hughes as organist,
will sing ''All Creatures Of
Our God & King" and
"Where The Spirit of The
Lord Is." Mr. Scott will sing
a solo, "One Day At A
Time."
Jack and Ava Watkins will
be in charge of children's
church for the month of
September.
At the evening service
special music will be by the
Youth who will meet for
choir practice at six p.m.
Sunday The Youth Group
will also lead the worship
service at the campground
at Kenlake State Park on
Sunday at 8:30 a.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
on Sunday will be Della
Boggess, Patsy Neale, and
Arie Wilkinson.
Sunday School will be at
ten a.m. and Church
Training at 630 p.m.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tem ber I. 1776
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Incudes 3 Buying Stations
Receipts Art M3 Fst 200 Rarrows &
Gilts $100 lower Sows steady $1.00 lower
US 1-2 2111-230 lbs  04725-47 50
few $47.75
US 1,1 310-240 lba•0147 00-47 25
t'52-4000-210tha  MS 00.4700
US 3-4 310-310 lbs. 145 00-46 00
Sacs,
US 1-2 279-350 Its MO 01341 00
US 4-3 300-500 lbs 139-4000
US 1-3 450-500 lbs 341 00-42 00
US 1-3 506450 lbs 142 00-43 00
US 3-3300-540 lbs 914 00-39 10
Boars 130.00,14.00
Stock Market
Prices M stock ei kap Manila at
noon. ElYr, today, Inikkad Is Ike
Leaser & Tapes by Fast dIllelases,




Ashland Oil .. + LI
American Telephone  004-4
Bonanza  OASIS, tla
(lir) sler . 111'9 one
Ford 9.4r4or  44*. *
















Postal Mediation Begins Today Council.
WASHINGTON (API In
what may be the final effort
to avoid an illegal mail
strike, the Postal Service
and three unions
representing more than a
half-million postal workers
are returning to the
bargaining table for 15 more
days of talks.
The new round of
negotiations beginning today
with the help of a seasoned
labor trouble-shooter, James
J. Healy, as mediator is the
latest chapter in a contract
dispute that began four and
one half months ago.
Meanwhile, lawyers for
both sides were due in
federal court to argue on
whether a judge's
restraining order against a
postal strike should be
upgraded to an injunction.
Union leaders have not
backed down from strike
threats because of the
restraining order.
In the new talks, the
unions are expected to seek
improvement of the 19.5
percent increases in wages
and cost-ofliving allowances
contained in an - earlier




below what coal miners and
railroad workers have won
this year.
Postal management is
expected to try to rid itself
THE REV. AND MRS.
LOYD BLAKE of Texas will
be the evangelists at the
revtval services to be held
at seven p.m. each evening
from Sept. 5 to 10 at the
First Assembly of God,
located at South 16th. Street
and Glendale Road. The
Blakes hare also written a
number of gospel songs and
have had two albums
published. The public is
invited to attend, according
to the church pastor. the
Rev. Darrell Ramsey. For
transportation persons call




Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Monday, Sept. 4,
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, located on Highway 121
'North at Johnny Robertson
Road
Jimmy Bucy, master tf
the lodge, said three
members will be elevated to
the Master Mason degree at
'the Monday meeting.
Following the meeting, a
meal will be served with the
lodge furnishing the meat
and refreshments. Members
are asked to bring a covered




The Union Grove Baptist
Church, located at Puryear,
Tenn., will move into its
new church building on
Sunday. Sept. 3, according to
the pastor, the Rev A.
Taylor.
basket -dinner -be
served following the eleven
a.m. services. At three p.m.
services will also be held.
The public is invited to
attend, the church pastor
said.





"Service loin Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
of the no-layoff requirement
it reluctantly accepted on
the last day of the original
three-month bargaining
period. Postal managers
would like to be able to lay
off workers during periods
when mail volume is low.
On the eve of the new
talks, a union source said,
"I don't see that there can
be any give on the no-layoff
clause."
Since the April 20 opening
of talks there have been two
crises when a possible strike
was imminent. On July 21,
five hours after the first
strike deadline expired, a
tentative settlement was
reached that appeared to
end the strike threat - but
it was rejected by union
members.
The second crisis was
ended Monday when the
Postal Service agreed to go
back to the bargaining table
until Sept. 16. The unions
agreed to binding arbitration
by the end of that period if
there is no agreement.
Mealy, a Harvard
professor with long ex-
perience in labor-
management mediation, was
called in to try to settle the
dispute', replacing chief
federal mediator Wayne L.
Horvitz, who selected him.
It is Healy who will
become an arbitrator and
decide any unresolved issues
after Sept. 16.
However, the possibility of
a nationwide mail strike
remains. Any agreement
during the new round will be
subject to ratification by
union members, the same
hurdle the earlier agreement
failed to clear.
In addition, leaders of the
two largest postal unions are
authorized to call a strike if
they do not win "substantial
provement" over the
tentative pact that was
rejected.'
Postal strikes are illegal,






Judge Sid Easley has bound
two over to the September
Grand Jury and scheduled a
preliminary hearing today
for another, following
proceedings in court earlier
this week.
Bound over to the Sep-
tember Grand Jury following
preliminary hearings here
are Jerry Hamman, charged
with first degree rape, and
Mark McFarland, --Charged
with seven counts of forgery
in the second degree,
burglary in the third degree
and possession of marijuana.
according to district court
officials. A preliminary
hearing for Keith Downey,
charged with aiding and
abetting second degree
armed robbery is expected
today.
In other district court
action earlier this week, the
district judge appointed 'a
public defender for John C.




sentenced Tom Copeland to
90 days in the county jail for
driving under the influence,
90 days for failure to stop
and render aid, he dismissed
a driving on a revoked
license charge on the
presentation of a valid
license, and he ordered the
defendant to make
restitution to the owner of
an auto damaged in a traffic.
incident.
The judge dismissed a
reckless driving charge
___pgainst Gary Cunningham.
but line4- -Wog' fo
speeding, amended an
eluding police charge to
disorderly conduct and fined.
him $250 plus 627.50 court
costs on that charge, gave
the defendant 30 days in jail
suspended on the condition
• the __defendant__ _ make
restitution for damage done
to a Murray Police cruiser.
William F. Bolger.
The unions are the 299,00u
member American Postal
Workers Union, the National
Association of Letter
Carriers representing 181,000
workers, and the 36,000-
member mail handlers
division of the Laborers'
International Union.
A fourth union, the 38,000-
member National
Association of Rural Letter






August brought a little bit
of relief to consumers
struggling to make both
ends meet at the grocery
store, an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The cost of a selected list of
products dropped by an
average of more than 1
percent at the stores sur-
veyed.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly pur-
chased food and nonfood
items, checked the price at
one supermarket in each of
13 cities on March 1, 1973
and has rechecked on or
about the start of each
succeeding month. One item,
chocolate chip cookies, was
dropped from the list at the
end of November 1977
because the manufacturer
discontinued the - package
size used in the' survey.
The latest survey showed
general declines in regular
prices last .month as well as
a number of special sales.
In Providence, R.I., for
example, the regular price
of coffee at the checklist
store declined from $3.05 a
pound at the start of August
to $2.95 a pound today
Shoppers ycing advantage
of a pre-Labor Day sale at
the store could buy coffee
for $2.19 a pound.
The AP found that the
tharketbasket total increased
at the checklist store in five
cities during August, up ar.
average of 1.9 percent. TI,o
bill decreased in eight cities
- including Providence -
down an average of 3.1
percent.
On an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill at the 1,3
checklist stores was 1.2
percent lower at the start of
September than it was a
month earlier. During July,
in contrast, the market-
basket bill rose an average
of half a percent.
The August decrease as
not enough to offset earlier
rises in food. costs. Com-
paring 'today's prices to
those at the start of 1976,
the AP found the market-
basket bill at the checklist
stores had increased an
average of 5.1 percent.
The ups and downs of
retail grocery prices this
year generally can be traced
to ups and downs in sup-
plies. Beef prices, for
example, rose sharply
because there fewer cattle
came to market. Coffee
prices dropped because of
an abundant supply of green
beans.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP survey resiiits
according to population
density or in terms of what
percent of a family's actual
grocery outlay each item
represents.
fro 1
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wife," Brandon said, "...a lever to get
the court system to remove the
restrictions from the deed."
"I feel like this body (the council)
could be drawn into litigation to prove
the validity of its actions," Brandon
added.
At the request of Mayor Henley, city
attorney J. William Phillips explained
to the council members the matters
they should consider in making their
decision. Phillips said that in order for
the council to find in favor of the zoning
change the members must agree that
-the original zoning classification
given to the property was inappropriate
or improper" or that -there have been
major changes of an economic,
physical, or social nature within the
area involved which were not an-
ticipated in the community's com-
prehensive plan and which have sub-
stantially altered the basic character of
such area.
The two attorneys involved in the
debate took differing views of what
actually comprises the area that should
be considered in determining the
changes described by Phillips. Sanders
said that the area to be considered
should only involve that area east of
12th Street lying south of Glendale
Road.
Hurt, however, argued that the area
to be considered should be extended to
the west side of 12th and should include
the expansion of Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center, the Holiday •Inn and other
commercial developments in Murray's
southern business district.
• In his final appeal before the council
vote, Brandon urged the members to be
"consistent" '
"I'm asking for the same thing you
did when you protected other residents
on the south side of me when I was
turned down before," Brandon said. He
was referring to council action in 1972
which stopped a proposed transaction
that would have led to the location of a
used car operation between Brandon's
home and Riverwood Subdivision.
"If you want to zone all my property
back to Riverwood commercial, fine,"
Brandon said, "but please don't take
my property in little chips."
"We are not asking you to pick out
one lot," Hurt replied, ". . .all we're
asking is that zoning already on the
Taylor's) lot be extended to the
boundary line."
Earlier in the meeting, Koenen, who
presented the Planning Commission's
recommendation to the council, said
"unfortunately, we have a very weak
planning commission."
"There's a feeling of 'let's pass this
thing on to the council'," Koenen said,
indicating that he felt like the matter
should have been ritualized in the
commission before ever coming to the
council.
In a final appeal for the council to
turn down the proposal, Sanders
described the property in questioned as
being shaped like the head of an axe.
"Once you put a handle in the axe,"
Sanders said, "it will chop southerly to
Riverwood Subdivision and to South
Ninth."
Voting in favor of the proposed
rezoning were council members
Marshall Jones, W. R. Furches, Billy
Balentine, Ruby Hale and Dr. C. C.
Lowry. Voting against the proposal
were members Stephen Yarbrough,
Martha Sammons, Dr. J. D. Outland,
Koenen and Dave Willis. Councilman
J. H. Nix, an employee of Taylor
Chevrolet abstained from voting and
councilman Dick George was absent
from the meeting.
Other Business
In other business at last night's
meeting, the council:
- Enacted an ordinance rezoning Its
at the corner of Vihitnell and Story Ave.
from residential to business and from
residential to professional office
classifications;
- Approved a revised ordinance
setting ups Human Rights Commission
in the city;
- Approved on first reading or-
dinances adopting the 1977 edition of the
Standards of Safety and setting "fire
limits" in business, industrial, hospital
and university districts within the city;
- Approved the changing of the
name of that portion of Plainview Drive
that runs between Holiday and
Keenland to Perrin Drive;
- Approved a contract between the
city, liar-Ken Oil Company and Texas
Gas that, if approved by the FPRC, will
allow the city to purchase and store
natural gas in a field presently owned
by liar-Ken;
- Approved changing the next
regular meeting of the council from




By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Unem-
ployment declined to 5.9 percent in
August, the second time it has dipped
below 6 percent this year, as more
women and teen-agers found jobs, the
Labor Department reported today. ,
The drop from the July unem-
ployment level of 6.2 percent gave the
Carter administration and the public
their first favorable economic news of
the week following several days of
generally dismal developments. These
included a report pointing to a possible
slowdown in economic growth.
The Labor Department said total
employment increased in August by
160,000 jobs to a total of 54:6-rnillion,
while unemployment dropped by
225,000 to just under 6 million.
The August unemployment rate was
the second lowest of tt year, bettered
only by June's 5.7 perc t, a figure that
was said to be artifici.uy low because4.
of statistical problems. coo.
Except for the two drops below 6
percent, the unemployment rate has
fluctuated between 6 percent and 6.2
percent this year,
The August report was sure to cheer
administration economists, who have
been trying to 'slow the economy to
dampen inflation, but without
significantly increasing unem-
ployment.
The Labor Department said most of
the employment gains in August oc-
curred among adult women and teen-
agers, with some gains for black
workers as well.
It gave the following breakdown on
unemployment in August for various
population groups, compared with the
July level:
-Adult men 4.1 percent, unchanged.
-Adult women 6.1 percent, down
frpom 6.5 percent.
-Teen-agers 15.6 percent, down from
16.3.
-Whites 5.2 percent, down from 5.3.
-Blacks and other minorities 11.7
percent, down from 12.5.
-Full-lime workers 5.5 percent,
down from 5.7.
-White-collar workers 3.5 percent,
down from 3.8.





Murray Head Start is now accepting
applications for its Home Start
Program. This program stresses the
parent as the primary educator of the
child. A home visitor visits the home
once a week, and the child comes to the
Head Start Center two afternoons a
week. Transportation to and from the
Center can be arranged.
Since Head Start is a federally fun-
ded, primarily low income program, it
has income guidelines. The guidelines
for 1978 are $6200 for a family of four.
The Murray Head Start program is
now accepting applications for the 1978-
1979 school year for its home base
program. It is especially interested in
children residing in the county, but will
be happy to receive city children also, a
spokesman said.
Any parent having a 'thild who is
three, four, or five years of age who is
interested in enrolling the child or who
desires more information regarding the
program, may visit the Head Start
office located on North 16th Street, next
to the Murray State University Student
Union Budding, or call 753-7286.
Local Schools,
MSU Closed Monday
! All city and county schools, in ad-
dition to Murray State University, will
be closed for the Labor Day holiday
Monday.
Meals will not be served at the
nutrition center Monday, however,
Project Independence will deliver
meals to the homes.
The Murray ledger & Times will
publish Monday.
__ THE REV. CAM.
- KELLEHER who is at-
tending the Central Bible
College, Springfield, Mo., Is
the speaker at the revival
LAKE DA.TA- _ - services now in progress_. Keppick.x _ Lote, . 7 _ a.m._ each evening at 7:30 at .tbe.
. 356.0, down 0.2. -1Tewards rhapeT Pentecostal
- Below dam 30E9 up 0.1. Church, Highway 94 F:ast,
Sarkley Lake 7 a in. 356.1, The revival will continue
down 0.1. thrbugh Saturday, Sept. 2,
Below dam 305 0 up 0.8. and the public is invited. a
Sunset 7:27. Sunrise 6:27. church spokesman saki
Now 2 Convenient locations
To Better Serve You.
On Sept. 5, 1978, we will open our new full service branch on
South 12th Street for your convenience. You will find the same
courteous service as offered at the Main Office, 7th & Main
Downtown.










715 So. 12th St.
753-1214
Hours Of Operation
Monday-Thursday 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.


















































































(AP) — Marla Elaine Pit-
chford says she feels bitter
about her trial on a self-
induced abortion charge, but
not toward her former
fiance who testified against
her.
"Everyone has made him
out to be the big, bad villain
SHAKE 'N RATTLE, THEY WON'T ROLL — Tokyo graphic
designer Tomoyuki Ono holds two watermelons of the
future, in Tokyo, Japan. Ono grew a score of cubic and
tetrahedral melons and put them on display at a gallery
on the Ginza in downtown Tokyo. Although she keeps
the growing methods a secret it is said she uses steel
frames and chemical fertilizers, and has applied to the
government for a patent. After the Ginza display they willi
be on sale for $28.
and I don't think that's
right," she said Thursday in
an interview.
"This has been hard on
me and it's been hard on
him, too," she said, adding
that her ex-boyfriend has
lost his job because of
publicity surrounding her
trial.
Miss Pitchford, 22, had
been charged with per-
forming an illegal abortion
on herself with a knitting
needle.
She was found innocent on
grounds of insanity Wed-
nesday by a Warren Circuit
Court jury of eight men and
four women.
The judge had instructed
the jurors to find Miss
Pitchford innocent if they
felt she had no control over
her actions at the time of
the abortion.
Sitting in the living room




exhaustion from the trial
was evident.
After the verdict Wed-
nesday, after the reporters,
tape recorders and television
lights disappeared, "r just
tried to rest, tried to sleep. I
was exhausted," she said.
It's too soon to judge the
impact of the trial, she said,
though her attorney said she
plans to start an effort to
review abortion laws across
the country.
Focus of the review would
be to make sure that the
laws are written so that
women cannot be brought to
trial for giving themselves
abortions, Miss Pitchford
said.
"It was wrong that this
happened," she said. "I feel
a little bitter toward the
police and the court."
Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Saving Certificates of Deposits
Golden Passbook Savings
Passbook Savings
After she was Indicted
June 14 on charges of
performing an illegal
abortion and manslaughter,
Miss Pitchford said she was
offered a 10-year probated
sentence by prosecutors in
exchange for a guilty plea.
"That would have made
me a convicted felon," she
said. "I thought I'd have a
50-50 chance in court."
The manslaughter charge
was later dropped when
Circuit Judge J. David
Francis ruled that a fetus is
not legally a person.
During her three-day trial,
Miss Pitchford's ex-fiance,
Dwight Mundy, testified in
exchange for immunity from
prosecution on a complicity
charge.
"I think the way they
(pru,ecutors) got him to
testify was unfair," Miss
Pitchford said.
Mundy lives in Hen-
dersonville, Tenn., where
attorneys said he could not
be subpoenaed by a Ken-
tucky court.
"I cared a lot about him,"
she said, adding that she
believes he is responsible for
saving her life.
A physician 'testified
during her trial that Miss
Pitchford had a life-
threatening uterine infection
when the fetus was
delivered.
Mundy had insisted on
taking her to a doctor when
she became ill, Miss Pit-
chford said, adding thit she
was unaware of the gravity
of her illness until the trial.
Nothing Wrong With Law
Says Sponsor Middleton
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— There is nothing wrong
with '• Kentucky's anti
abortion law merely because
a woman charged under it
was acquitted, the main
sponsor of the act says.
"It would appear to me
that the jury was merely
sympathetic with the girl
under the circumstances of
the case," said Sen. Clyde
Middleton, R-Covington.
Maria .Elaine- Pitchford
was found innocent of
performing an illegal
abortion (an herself during a
trial earlier this week at
Bowling Green. The jury
agreed with her plea of
insanity.
Middleton, a lawyer, said
in a telephone interview
Thursday that he was out of
the country at the time of
the trial "and I didn't have
time to develop a feeling one
way or another about the
verdict."
He said the outcome does
not change his view that
"abortions on demand"
should not be performed in
Kentucky.
Miss Pitchford, 22, could
have been sentenced to 10 to
20 years if convicted under
the. 1974 statute.
That law permits abortions
to be performed only by a
licensed physician except
during the first three months
of pregnancy, when a
woman may do so under a
physician's supervision.
One of the prosecutors
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During time month of
September, the University
Church of Christ will be
observing its 25th an-
niversary. Each of the four
former ministers of the
church has been invited to
be special guests during the
four weekends of the month.
Ernest Clevenger, Jr., of
Montgomery, Ala., will be
the guest speaker on
Saturday and Sunday, Sept.
2 and 3. Clevenger was the
first minister of the then
College Church of Christ and
preached his first sermon to
the church on September 6,
1953 during which time the
church met in a renovated
dwelling on Fifteenth Street.
He was minister of he
church during the con-
struction of the present
church building which was
first occupied in February,
1956.
Clevenger remained with
the University Church until
September of 1957, at which




Academic Dean of telbbama
Christian College in Mon-
tgomery. His wife, the
former Glenda Willoughby of
,Puryear, Tenn., will ac-
company him to Murray for
the special services.
Anniversary activities will
begin with a worship service
on Saturday at 7:00 p.m. at
which time Clevenger will


















speak. On Sunday, he will
speak to the combined adult
Sunday School classes in the
main auditorium at 9:30
a.m. and to the entire
church during the morning
worship hour at 10:30 a.m.
At noon, the Clevengem
,will be honored guests at a
church-wide potluck dinner
to be held in the church
annex. The weekend's ac-
tivities will conclude with
the Sunday evening worship
service at 6:00 p.m.
All former members of the
church and especially all
friends of the Clevengers are
'invited to attend all an-
niversary events, a church
spokesman said.
Four Killed In Collision
MACEO, Ky. (AP) — A
head-on auto collision on
U.S. 60 a mile east of this
Daviess County community
Thursday afternoon resulted
in four deaths,. state police
said.
The accident killed John S.
Holbrook, 68, and Alexander
Edmonds, 31, both of
Owensboro, along with
Marlene Clark, 31, and
Sandra Holbrook, 16, both of
Rochester, N.Y., state police
said.
Officers said the female
victims were presumed to
have been hitchhiking and
had been picked up by
Holbrook, who was reported
no relation to the female
victim by the same sur-
name. The presence of back-
packs and other evidence led
officers to conclude the
women were hitchhikers,
state police at the Hen-
derson post reported.
Police said Holbrook at-
tempted to pass two other
cars and his auto collided
with a car driven by
Edmonds. Officers said
there were no other oc-
cupants of the two vehicles
involved in the accideht
besides the four who died.
The fatalities raised the
state traffic toll for the year
to 543 compared to 615 roads
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Mrs. Steinkoetter Found Innocent
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
U.S. District Court jury has
found Leigh Arm Steinkoetter
innocent of charges related
to the attempted bombing of
her stepmother's home here.
The jury, which
deliberated for five hours
and 15 minutes Thursday,
returned to the courtroom
after three -hours of
deliberation to ask for
clarification of a legal
matter. The verdict was
announced at 8:45 p.m.
Mrs. Steinkoetter and her
husband, John Steinkoetter,
were indicted by a federal
grand jury in Louisville last
March on three counts each
in connection with the
allegef bombing attempt,
including possession of an
unregistered explosive
device, interstate, tran-
sportation of an unregistered
explosive device and
placement of the device in
the Paducali home of Mrs.
Gladys Walden last Dec. 31
with intent to kill .her.
The Steinkoetters allegedly
manufactured the bomb in
their St. Louis, Mo., home.
A bomb was discovered




Carroll has' offered his
support to President Carter's
troubled natural gas bill.
Carroll, chairman of the
National Governors'
Association, led a group of
11 governors who met with
the President and ad-
ministration energy and
economic leaders for more
than an hour Thursday.
After the meeting, Carroll
used the White House press
room rostrum to urge the
House and Senate — now in
recess — to approve the
natural gas bill. The
measure would end federal
price controls on natural gas
discovered after 1985. It
would impose new controls,
in the meanwhile, on gas
found and sold within one
state.
Gov. William Milliken, R-
Michigan, joined Carroll on
the press room rostrum in a
show of bipartanship.
Milliken preceded Carroll as
chairman of the governor's
association.
"It's a question of national
prestige, national survival,"
Carroll said. "If the bill isn't
passed this session, the
effect — nationally, and
internationally — will be
devastating."
Carroll said the bill would
'lessen the demand, in some
respects, for coal," but he
said it would help Kentucky
by bringing a stable climate




tried on the charges in June,
when she -was convicted of
one count of possession of an
unregistered explosive
device and -received, an
eight-year prison term. The
jury was deadlocked on the
other two counts.
Judge Edward H. John-
stone told the jury after
Thursday's v.erdict that the
first conviction is now under
appeal with the U.S. Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati.
Mrs. Steinkoetter has
maintained at both trials
that her husband threatened
to harm her and her
children if she did not
participate in the alleged
plot.
John Steinkoetter pleaded
guilty to all three counts in
June and was senten..:ed to
14 years in prison.
Authorities have alleged
that the Steinkoetter's
planned. to kill Mrs. Walden
in order to inherit her
estate, but defense attorneys
for Mrs. Steinkoetter have
sought to prove, without
of energy.
The governors, Carroll
said, ,"are speaking to the
interests of the nation, not of
our individual states."
The Senate and House will
next consider a 20-page
conference committee-
approved version of the bill.
Senate debate is scheduled
on the measure Sept. 11 and
a filibuster has already been
threatened.
Carroll said recent loss of
support of the bill was due
to "substantial
misrepresentations of fact
by various groups." He said
the bill wouldn't be as
complex or hard to ad-
minister as opponents say it
would.
Carroll contends the added
flow of gas the bill would
eventually produce would
help keep prices from rising
as high as opponents are
arguing they will.
wASHINGTON (AP) —
The Defense Department has
notified Congress of plans to
sell South Korea $60 million
in spare parts and supplies
for fighter planes, light
bombers and transport
planes furnished earlier by
the United States. The
proposed sale is subject to
congressional veto within 30
days.Free For The Askingi
write
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ON THE GULF OF MEXICO
FORT-WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
• Directly on the Gulf of Mexico • Over 600 feet of clean,
white, uncrowded beach • Spacious, well appointed units con.
tarn living room, bedroom, completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large, fresh water pools and two wading pools
• Restaurant and lounge (nitely entertainment) • Game room
for the kids • Weekly rates if stay is five days or longer • Golf,
tennis, amusement park and other attractions iust minutes
away by car
P.0.10* 1109
860 Scallop Court , 0
Fort Walton leach. Florida 32540
Fature Area Code 904/243-3114
putting Mrs. Steinkoetter on
the witness stand, that her
husband coerced her into







related several incidents in
which she said Steinkoetter




that shortly after their
separation in 1969.
Steinkoetter beat her
severely with his fists and




testified that last January,
she and her 6-year-old
brother, Bobby, were it:
their home arguing when
steinkoetter "came upstairs
and went into Bobby's
bedroom. I could hear
Bobby screaming and fur-
niture flying."
Steinkoetter then came
into her bedroom, she said,
and "threw me down on the
floor and started jumping up
and down on me." She said
her mother, Lee Ann,




an assistant professor of
psychiatry at St. Louis
University, Dr. Richard
Quick, testified that
Steinkoetter was admitted to
a St. Louis mental hospital
on several occcasions in
1963, 1964 and later in 1968.
At those visits, Steinkoetter
was diagnosed as a
sociopath and also suffering
from paranoic schizophrenia,
Quick testified.
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basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
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'Paperless' Newsroom Now Possible
By GENE MeCUTCUEON
Managing Editor
A new era of newspaper production
has dawned at The Murray Ledger &
Times with the installation of an
electronic text management system in
the news and classified advertising
departments of the newspaper.
Basically, the new computerized
system allows both departments to
directly hook into the newspaper's
phototypsetters electronically.
Four video display terminals (VDTs)
have been installed in the newsroom
and one VDT serves the classified
department. The VDTs are wired into a
central controller, an electronic box
slightly bigger than a breadbox.
All units of the system are in-
terconnected with each other through
the controller. Utilizing two dual disk
drive units, the system has a storage
capability of over one, ;million
characters "on-line" and readily ac-
cessible at any one time. Total
storage in the system .is virtually
unlimited through the use of "floppy
disks" that hold over a quarter of a
million characters each and can be put
into and taken out of the system as
simply as changing a phonograph
record.
In addition to all that storage, each of
the five VDTs - referred to in the in-
dustry as "intelligent terminals" -
contains its own 6,000 character
memory capability that is totally
separate from the rest of the system
giving us an additional 30,000
characters of storage.
Several manufacturers offer com-
puter systems designed for newspepers
the size of The Murray Ledger & Times.
"We labored over the decision of
which manufacturer to select,"
publisher Walter L.. Apperson, said,
"and ultimately decided on the Mycro-
. Comp,system built by Mycro-Tek, Inc.,
of Wichita, Kans., for our operation.
Apperson explained that the Mycro-
Comp system seems to offer many
advantages over other systems.
-Each unit of the Mycro-Comp
system, unlike some other systems on
the market, can stand alone, that is, the
units can operate independently of the
others," Apperson said.
The system also offers in-
terchangability of circuit cards and
other parts from one-unit to the other
which provides built-in back-up in the
event of a malfunction_
The system. ultimately, will
eliminate the need for typewriters on
which news stories and classified ad
copy have previously been written.
Each reporter and the newspaper's
classified ad takers now "write" on the
VDTs which simply are black-and-
white tv screens with keyboards at-
THIS IS HOW TO DO IT - Publisher Walt Apperson listens intently as
applications trainer Harline Bond explains one of the many operations of
the terminal. The total cost of the computerized test management system
amounted to S30,000.
THIS WAY, TONY = Sports ed3or Tony Wilson is absorbed in a lesson
on the use of the computer system from Mycro-Tek trainer Harline Bond.
tached. The VDTs allow the user to
automatically make corrections of
typographical errors as well as change
copy prior to the story or ad being set
into type the way it will appear in the
newspaper.
The changes can involve deletions or
additions to the copy or could be the
moving of a word, sentence or even a
whole paragraph from one place in the
copy to another, all automatically and
in the blink of an eye.
After a story or ad is written,
proofread and corrected on the screen
of the VDT it is "written to-disk." This
GETTING THE BUGS OUT - As with any piece of equipment, especially
computerized equipment, "bugs" usually crop up from time to time. Here,
managing editor Gene McCutcheon is changing the "proms" (programmed
integrated circuit chips about the size of a man's knuckle) that control the
operation of a VDT and its interaction with the rest of the system.
TRAINING SESSION - Staff members gathered together recently as ap-
plications trainer Nadine Bond gave us a-csash course in how to utilize the
test management system.
Staff Photos By Lowell Rick Off and Gene McCutcheon
means that the story or ad, which up to
this point has been contained only in the
memory of the VDT on which it is
composed, is recorded on one of the
four floppy disks in the dual disk drive
unit. Each story is given a name at the
time it is recorded on a disk so that it
can be easily retrieved later for ad-
ditional editing or updating.
Once a story is recorded on the disk,
it can be left indefinitely or can be sent
on to the phototypesetter to be prepared
for inclusion in an edition of the
newspaper.
But what happens when a floppy disk
THE WAY IT WAS - This photo was taken in 1970 while composition of The Murray ledger &Times was done on Linotypes or "hot metal." left to right in the photo are Linotype operators EdSmith, Dan Gatewood and Cordie McDougal
- to be technically correct we should
call it a "diskette" - becomes full? In
that case, a member of the staff does a
"kill and update" procedure.
The kill procedure and the update
procedure are actually two different
steps that erase from the disk unwanted
or no longer needed stories or ads. This
means added protection against a story
being erased from the system in error.
Even though a story has been
"killed," it will remain in the system
and can still be retrieved until the disk
on which it is stored is "updated."
An update of a disk will erase all
stories (referred to as files) that have
been killed and will leave on the disk
unkilled files. Even the update com-
mand has built-in protection against tht -
premature erasure of a story.
The Mycro-Tek programmer who
designed the update protection ap-
parently had a sense of humor because
when an operator attempts to update a
disk (erase the killed stories) a
message reading "SURE ABOUT
THIS?" will flash on the VDT screen
and the operator must hit the proper
key for the erasure to be completed. If
the operator actually does not want to
i. THE WAY IT IS NOW - Kate Apperson shows off one of the new video display terminals recen-tly installed at the newspapere-These computerized keyboards hooked to Iv screens are now usedto capture keystrokes of newsroom and classified personnel and electronically send them toautomatic phototypsetters.
update the disk, the command can be
cancelled by striking any other key on
the console.
The installation of the electronic
system means, in effect, that a
"paperless" newsroom is possible at
The Murray Ledger & Times.
In addition to handling all of the local
newspaper copy input the system also
captures all of the copy that comes over
the wires of the Associated Press.
This enables wire service editing to
be accomplished directly on the VDTs
and theoretically eliminates the need
for "hard copy" (the familiar AP
teletype machine) in the newsroom. .
Format commands on the system are
extremely simple to remember. For
instance, the command to read a story
from diSk (call the story from the
system's memory to the operator's
VDT screen) is to strike the "r" key on
the console followed by the disk number
and the story's name. Similarly, a story
can be recorded in the system (written
to disk) by striking the "w" key on the
console.
Classified System
The classified advertising package
built into the system will greatly
strearnline the handling of want ads by
the classified ad staff, a benefit to
subscribers and readers as well as to
the staff itself.
Every classified ad entered into the
system is given a file number by the
computer and ads can be recorded
days, months, or even years before
their scheduled run dates.
The computer automatically sorts
and classifies the ads daily, inserting
all die help wanteds, real estate, etc.,
ads under the proper heading and even
alphabetizing the ads under each
heading.
The computer system has only been
used for the classified pages for a week
and classified ad manager Robert P.
Taylor says "we're about to get
everything sorted out the way it should
be.,,
The classified ad staff has been kept
busy during the past week entering all
currently running want ads as well as
new ads placed daily into the system.
"With the hundreds of ads we handle
on a daily basis, we know it is possible
that a few of them could have been
misfiled or may have have been en-
tered with typographical errors during
this 'crush' period," Taylor said.
Taylor urged advertisers whose ads
are incorect or under the wrong
classification to please call the
newspaper (753-1916) and report the
error.
Once an ad has been entered into the
system's memory, it may be recalled
indefinitely, even though it is no longer
appearing in the newspaper. The ads
may be retrieved with only a minimum
amount identifying information.
For example, if the phone number of
the ad is known, that is all that is
needed to search through the thousands
of ads that will be contained in the
memory in a few weeks and find that
particular ad. The search for the ad
will only take a few seconds.
In the very near future, a line-printer
will be added to the system which will
automatically handle all of the billing
for classified ads • as well as provide
printouts as needed of news stories or
other information contained in the
system.
"We are proud of our system and feel
it will be a definite asset to the
operation of Murray's daily
newspaper," Apperson said.
Apperson has issued a blanket in-
vitation to everyone to stop buy the
newspaper office and look over the
system. Included in that invitation is an,
invitation to groups with a request that
the group leader call in advance so that
arrangements can be made for a
demonstration of the system as well as
a tour of the rest of the newspaper plant
operation.
Many Changes Have Occurred Over Past Ten Years
By GENE MeCUTCHEON
Managing F,ditor
It was about ten years ago to the day
the I first walked in to the office of The
Murray ledger & Times. The changes
that have taken place in those years did
not seem so out-of-the-ordinary at the
time they occurred, but when I sit back
and reflect on them, they're astoun-
ding.
I had no idea in August of 1968, when I
respeneled-trr-the -rtassfted 'ad • UM''
newspaper had published seeking a
circulation manager, that I would still
be here ten years later. As a matter of
fact, about all my new bride whom I
had married only a couple of weeks
before - and I knew about Murray had
to do with Murray State University
where she would enter her senior year. .in the fall.
The simple fact was I was trying to
land a job in Wilily to establish in-
state residency 90 my wife's tuition
would be lower. We tia_tiyatcif„uppar.
- WPM Irtatisseritivr-ardy fecetveda.
break on tuition at MSU, in recent'
years.)
And, for reasons still unbeknownst to
me, the owner and publisher of the
paper at the time, Jim. Williams,
decided to give me a shot at riding herd
on the carrier boys and delivering
papers at all hours of the night to
subscribers the carriers had missed.
It was totally beyond my com-
prehension then that ten years later I
would be. writing this story on a com-
puterized television set that is wired
into a keyboard whose similarity to a
typewriter just about ends with the
alphabet keys.
But that's what Tin doing.
The changes in the operatiorl
lallkliFiaPiiPir,as well almost others
across the nation, have been prompted
by ever-developing technology both in
and outside the industry.
Ten years ago when I started in the
business - The Murray Ledger &
Times was still a "hot metal" paper
That's industry lingo that means all of
the type for the printed page was set on
Linotypes and Ludlows - those Rube
Golberg looking machines that cast
type from molten lead.
The newspaper had just converted to
primp% by the "offset" method which
irivelves the kransferirig of la •
photographic image of the newspaper
page from a thin aluminum plate to a
rubber blanket and then onto
newsprint. That is, we were offset
every day except on Saturdays when we
cranked up the old eight-page capacity
Goss Comet flatbed letterpres.s back in
the rear of the building.
In our early offset days, we handled
all of the production of the newspaper
with the exception of the printing stage
in the local plant and then carried the
page-size photographic negatives of the
newspaper to Paris, Tenn., where our
newspaper was printed on the press at
the ?arks Post-Intelligencer. •
After about eight months of printing
Af.50..M9n.day_through Friday „if) Eatis
and letterpress at our own plant on
Saturdays, we went entirely offset and
were utilizing the Paris press six days a
week.
The daily treks to Paris lasted until
1971 when we purchased our own, four'
unit, 16-page capacity Goss Community
web offset newspaper printing press. In
March of 1977, we further expanded our
press capacity by adding a fifth unit to
the original press configurption. We
can now print 20 (ill-size or 40 tabloid-
size pages in one press run.
The-first two-places of "edlof ty`
(Industry 'term fer typesetting equip-
ment that most often involves a
photographic process but for sure does
not cast type from molten metal )
equipment that we purchased were a
set of Justowriters and a Varityper
Headliner. "
At the time, We thought we were
really uptown but by comparision those
pieces of typesetting equipment are
antiquated by today's standards.
The t of Justowriters were of the
"strik " family of early coldtype
mach . Basically, they consisted of
a pair of overgrown, modified
typewriters. They operated by first
retyping a story on one of the machines
which punched a coded paper tape. The
PePer-- talm-sseei- then fed• tate-its- work-- - -
mate which automatically retyped the
story into a "justified" column of type
utilizing a carbon ribbon for uniform
blackness on a heavy paper stock.
We first put those contraptions in our
front office put after a few days of
listening to them automatically pound
out articles with a seemingly deafening
noise, we decided to meye them
elsewhere in the building.
The Justowriters were used for
setting text matter while 04.1&.44her
inkialeifilf911PPMese; the Headliner,
was used to set the bigger type for
headlines and display ads.
We thought the Headliner was hot
stuff, too, but compared with the
equipment we're using today it is not
only antiquated lad terribly slow.
The first actual piece of com-
puterized phototypsetting equipment
we purchased was a Compugraphic
model 2961 that we installed in our
composing room in 1970. (It's still
there, by the way, humming right
along.) At the same time, we purchased
another Compugraphic machine, a
model 7200 that is used for headlines
and display type. The, main difference
in the Headliner and the 7200 is that the
7200 operates directly from a keyboard
while_ the Headliner wes. inenualtr'
operated by turning a large disk around
to the proper letter much like an
overgrown Dymc label maker.
The 2961 was also driven by paper
tape, 'similar to that used on the
Justowriters, but it sets type at the rate
of 33 lines per minute using a
photographic process. Simply, it ex-
poses images of letters on photographic
paper by flashing a light through an
alpha-numeric filmstrip (called a font/
that is spinning on a drum at the rate of
moo rprrr. - • ..",17-rZZ
The 2961 was the frontrunner of two
Oilier text phototypsetters that we have
since added - a 2961 high speed and a
Computape I which both set type at
twice the 33-lines per minute speed of
the 2961
The other major addition to our
composing room came in 19'73 shortly
after the newspaper was purchased by
present publisher Walter L. Apperson.
That was the addition of an ACM 9000,
an "area composition machine."
Unlike the 7200, which sets display
type in one long strip on a piece of paper
the width of 35 mm film, the 9000 has the
capebility of intermixing type sizes and
styles and setting a complete block of
copy at one time,rea_dy. jer PastonP --"'Asniatryealtempted to describe here
only skims over the top of the many
major changes that have occurred in
the operation of your daily newspaper
in the past ten years.
To a former Volunteer and Blue Devil
fan who now yells for the Racers,
Tigers, Lakers and Wildcats, being able
to sit back, look around, and see the
progress made by this newspaper and
the many, many changes made over the
years is, to say the least, gratifying.
On behalf of our publisher, Walt
Apperson. and the rest of our staff
"like to extend a- personal invitation to
our readers lp drop by 103 N. 4th Street
and take a look at "your" newspaper
From the inside We'll be more than
happy to give you a guide tour of a plant
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Schedules For The Week Of Sept. 2-Sept. 8











2:30- Lawrence W elk
3:30 - Sports Legends
IllerW ei Slits.
5: 30 - News7:00-
6:00-legs boany






















1 1 :0  _ mow,





5:35 - Agri. U. S. A
41:25-Fano Dig.
6:30 - I Am The
Greatest






10:30 - Space Sentinels






5:00 - Pop, Goes The
Co.








10:30 - News Cost.
11:00- Wrestling
12:00- US Om Teams
5:00 - News
4:°° - I"' S4ra
1:00 - IA liewhart
7:30 - Meat Famly






































11 :30 - Sawa













10:45 Gensasoke7:00 - Moak Women
1:00-NFL Pre-Sermon
10:00-Scene et Ten








1:15- With This Ring1,30-1 Spy































900 - Gespel Nr.
10,00_ Gmr, A"
10:30-An. lamas


















1: 30 _ D. y of Discovery
4"9:00 - MA. Gosp.$30-Muck.
9:30-Dimensions ia
EWA
10:00- Nevski of Truth
10:30-Com. Wets.
11:00-Mee the Press








12:30 - %road Oty
1:30- With This ring
3:00-U.S. Owe Tennis








10:30- it is Writes












































11:00- Thb is the LH*










' 143:30- Gemmel'11:00- Wrestling









DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:00 - Geed Morning
WSIL-3
6:00 - awwd Mare*
.. WS11-4 
_















II: 30- Great Acres




7:15 - keine Today
7:30- Team
1: 25 - Scene Today
5:30-Carl Tips**
6:00-News
7:00-01d Time Singing 0•
Con.











I:30- Ilm Price Is RIM
10:30-Lays of Life
10:55-NewsAm.
10:00 - Nappy Deys 1
Ant.
10:00-Nappy Days 1:30- Terkel
1:00- Denise
9:00 - Puss 13i• Ika
9:30-Price is ItIgirt
10:30-Wheel of Fort. 11:00- Toon, i
Noakes10:36_,..011, Nei 10:.110-tommy Nei
11:00- Alimrsistgwatch 10:00- ISO awNws
10:30-Loire of Life
11:00 - Seaford





340.._ ups es pion
3:30-Seedy lunch




2:00 - Goofed Nes.
3:00 - Edge of Night
3:30 -Brady Sandi
4:00 - lemma 
10: DO - Wheel of For:
11:00-Sanford
11:30-NOON
12:30- Days of Ow
Lives
1:30-Doctors
2:00 - Another World










-s DaYI 14 
1:30 - Doctors
2:00 - Amother World




































TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2




11:45-Seal of the City
12:15 - PT1 OW
MS - Newsy/etch
WSIL-3
5:30 - Coon Pete
6:15 - News
6:30-News












































































7:00 - Laverne IL




7:00 - Big Event












































630 - Nashville Mos.
7,04 _ Movie









10:30-11. S. Opoo Tea-
as Iligklights
10:43 -Movies









10:30- Sternly / Hutch
12:30 - PTI, Club
2:10 - Neon
WSIL-3
5:30 - Cleave Pete
6: IS - News
6:30 News























6:30 - bleiy Robbins
7:00- Chips
0,00 _ sopiressive 7





6:30 -Wend WerW of An.
7:00- Watson
1:00- NerenoN Rrit-0
9,00 - Ioneolsy /ewes
10:00- 12 Reports






















- - _ .





. -WTVC- 9 • -


























7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
Final segment of "Storytelling
In America: Western
Region."
8 p.m. NPR Recital Hall.
Tashi plays the music of
Mozart and Stravinsky.
Saturday, Sept. 2
10 a.m. Bluegrass Horn-
book. Jimmy Martin delivers
his distinctive bluegrass style
and talks about writing
bluegrass songs and the
development of his style.
11 a.m. National Town
Meeting. "Masters and
Johnson." Dr. William H.
Masters and Dr. Virginia
Johnson-Masters, co-directors
of the Reproductive Biology
Research Foundation in St.
Louis discuss human sexuality
and answer questions from the
audience.
12 noon. NPR World of





Concert Hall. The Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra
performs Richard Strauss'
"Four Last Songs" and
Mahler's Symphony no. 4 in G.
Clautlio Abbado conducts.
6p.m. People and Ideas. An
interview with Shelby Heavon,
novelist from rural central
Texas.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. Helen
Humes belts the blues from
The Cookery in New York
City, and Johnny Guarneri,
formerly with the Benny
Goodman Orchestra in the
late 30s, plays piano.
10:30 p.m. Jazz Horizons —








7 p.m. The Haunting Hour. A
half hour old time radio
mystery show.
• • 111A1 KMS•M•
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
The first of two programs
featuring readings from The
Tales of Beati4.: Potter.
Tuesday, Sept. S.
I a.m. Options. "The Old
Post Office." A documentary
about how the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington
found and moved a rural
nineteenth century post office
to the museum.
Wednesday, Sept. 6.
8:00 a.m. First of three days
of live coverage of the public
hearings investigating the
1963 assassination of John F.
Kennedy. This opening phase
of the hearings will begin daily
at 8:06 a.m. and continue
through most of the morning.
7 p.m. NBC University
Theatre. "The Baron of
Grogzweig" (Charles
Dickens).







7 p.m. The Great Gilder-
sleeve.




UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
The petunia, whose red-
purple and white flowers
make gardens and grounds of
homesteads bright in mid-
summer and autumn, have an
interesting history.
In his thought-provoking
book, "The Survival of the
Unlike," the great American
botanist, Liberty Hyde
Bailey, stated that our mag-
nificent modern petunias are
a strange mixture of two
original species, the first of
w.his.h..wp found on the.,
shores of the La Rata, a river
in South America.
This petunia wt introduced
into Europe in 1823.
"It is a plant of upright
habit," Bailey wrote, "with
thick sticky leaves and sterns.
and very long-tubed white
flowers that exhale a strong
pe rf unit 11Thili,fitTa117'
The second species of
petunia came from seeds sent
from Argentina to the Glas-
gow Botanical Gardens in
1 83 1. This species, according
to Bailey, was a more com-
pact plant with a decumbent
instead of an upright base. Its
leaves were more narrow than
the first species and instead
of white, it bore red-purple
flowers. Ths plant walt:allcd
'Iretuifia violiCer and it
-4 arily hy bridized with_ the
v.hite-flowering species. the
hybrids of these two species
are the ancestors of modem
petunias that still show the
Lolors of their progenitors in
our gardens today.
Petunias are of the Night-
shade family of plants and are
distant kin to the potato,
tomato, eggplant, tobacco
and Jimson weed. Also, like
the flowers of these plants,
the blossoms of the petunia
are especially adapted to sur-
render nectar to the long-
tongued sphinx or humming-




petunia flowers are especially
-.1'prPrt-to_.the_delectation of
hummingbird moths, honey-
bees which--like man -have
claimed all the earth, will
work like beavers in a petunia
bed. They will scramble over
and into the lilossonas, pro-
testing angnly with high-
pitched buzzing because, of
the ught fit. Thus they rifle
the petunia's nectar wells of
sweetening meant for insects
of quite different construc-
tion.
Botanists say that petunia
beds in almost any region are
visited by hummingbird
moths. Therefore it is a safe
guess that the remote white
ancestor of our petunias had
some special species of this
moth upon which - it ..de--
pended to transfer its pollen.
The strong perfume it ex-
haled at twilight was an odor
signal to these insects and
their friends to come and
dine.
rsc HOOL )LuncH mEnu 
The menus for various
luncheooms for both the
Calloway County School and
Murray City School systems
for the coming week have
been released by Joanna
Adams, foods supervisor,












pot pie. French fries, a
variety of vegetables,
salads, and desserts, tea,
lemonade. and milk are
barbecue beef, salad bar,
fruit plate; Wednesday-
hamburger, hot dog, meat
loaf, ravioli, salad bar, fruit
plat!: Thursday-hamburger,
hot dog, taco, pizza, salad
bar, fruit plate; Friday-.
hamburger, hot dog, roast:
beef sandwich, chuckwagon,
salad bar, fruit plate. A
variety of fruits and









chocolate squares. A variety
of fruits and vegetables are
served each day
72rAsled each Virrit___a jacLso44...CAR744,44R aandy...4.1"40,44.ROBERT-
SOUTHWEST-Tuesday-hot
dog, fries, fish sandwich;
Wednesday--hamburger,
fries, pizza, salad; Thur-
sday-hot dog, fries, ham
and cheese sandwich, chips;
Friday-hamburger, fries,
lasagna, french bread. Milk
and a variety of vegetables,




-hamburger, hot dog, pizza.
•
green beans, tossed salad,
french bread, -'-cookie;
Wednesday-pizza, carrot
stick, celery stick, mixed
fruit, cookie; Thursday-
hamburger, ti taters, -
Hawaiian salad, cookie:
Friday-roast beef sandwich, .
buttered potato, fruit •gelatin,
cake.
Schools will not be in
session on Monday, Sept. 4,
due to the observance of the
Labor Day holiday.
SAD BUT TRUE
NEW YORK (AP) — Jack
Burke Jr. won four consecutive
_pro golf tournaments in 1152
and explains how it feels when
_ cubism,. your touch_ on the
". "When your day in the sup is
over," he said, "it's like falling
out of a tree. Some oT us do it
gradually with no injuries.
Sqme really crash. It's never





All The Newest Releases First!
Antlis• Lowest Prices In Town.
large Selection of Country
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mil"' CIASSIFIEOSimm
ATTEN ION
The Classified Ad Department of the
Ledger and Times is at present in the
process of changing to computer typeset-
ting.
WE request your indulgence and ask that
you check your ad carefigly to determine
if it contains any errors or has inad-
vertently been left out.
If you discover errors in your ad please
call
753-1916












17 City in Rus-
sia
10 Shred
. 20 Drive on-
ward
































WHAT DID LiOU WANT







































35 Negative 43 Silkworm
36 Fears 44 Formal
37 Thorough- dance
fare 46 Region
38 Greek letter 47 Raise
















1. LEGAL NOTICE I. LEGAL NOTICE
INVITATION FOR BIOS
JET FUEL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
FOR AIRPORT
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board in-
vites sealed bids for the following equipment, or
equivalent, for a Jet Fuel System for the Murray-
Calloway County Airport, Murray, Kentucky;
1 - 10,000 Gallon Underground Storage Tank, 96" x
27' U. L. Interior Sandblasted, Mineral Oil Wiped,
20"M. H., for Jet Fuel Storage.
1 - Facet VFCS 294-223B Filter Separator,
Pressure Gauge, Air Eliminator, Pressure Relief
Valve Manual Drain.
4 Sets -Spare Filters for above Filter System.
1 - Tokheim 550-34 3/4 HP Submerge Pump, 35-40
GPM, 208-230 Voltage with Modela91 Street Box 26"
X26"
1 - Brooks BI Rotor Meter lve" W/V.R. Dial
Register Model BA-31.
1- Facet Model 5 0043589-M/2 0041210-M2 Fuses -
'1/2" NPT GO-NO-GO Gauge.
20- 0041210-M2 Replacement Fuses.
1 -Hannay Special Hose Reel EPJ 24-24-26 L. H. T.
W-110 Volt Explosion Proof-Motor 1/2" Inlet 1/2"
Ou_t Aluminum.
HGR-80 Static Reel, W/80" Cable.
1- 11/2" X 75' Goodyear Aircraft Fueling Hose CPU)
M&M.
1- 295SA OPW Overwing Fueling Nozzle 11/2".
1- $786-5 Tokheim Hand Pump.
Bid quotations must include delivery of equip-
ment to the installation site at the Murray-Calloway
County Airport, Murray, Kentucky.
Sealed bids will be accepted at the office of the
Murray City Clerk, Murray City Hall, South Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 until 1:30 p.m.,
CDT, Friday, September 15;1978.
All bids will be publitally opened and read aloud
in the Council Chamber, Murray City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky at 1:30 p.m., CDT, on Friday, September
15, 1978.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board





















IF IT'S ABOUT GONE, TO
THE SHOW WHY PONT WE
JUST MEET THERE AROUND
ONE? THAT'u_ SkvE 40u






The city of Hazel will accept bids on the
following work. Description, Name-Center
Street, beginning HWY 641 W. ending 5th
Street length - .20 mile. Type -
Bituminous resurface. Contact Joe Thom-
pson 492-11424, or Ira Morgan 492-8569.
SEE 'ea), CHUCK! GLAD












































contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753312$.
r-
YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 763-6333.
S. LOST B FOUND
LOST BLACK Male hound
with white spot on breast,
has brown collar. If seen call
753-0755.
LOST Blonde male Cocker




immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary-
excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8150 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas,
75231.
BABY SITTER in my home
Must have own tran-
sportation along with
references. Call 753-7318 or
753.5.435.
BREAKFAST COOK needed
at Triangle inn. S 12th. St.
Apply in person from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
BABY SITTER needed in my
home. Two small children,
afternoons. 753-0062 before 3
p.m.
CAMERAMAN•Stripper.
Combination lob in offset
plant. Immediate opening.
Full time, steady. Will hire
experienced person or will










DAY AND NIGHT shift,
male and female, apply in
person, Burger Queen, North
15th, Murray.
HELP WANTED. Apply in
person at Games People
Play. 13th and Main. From
11 am -4 pm
NEEDED! Babysitter for 4
year-old girl. Days, call 492.


















NEED CHILD care for 4







perience prefered but not
necessary full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar.
WAITRESS 8. Cook wanted.
Apply at Southside
Restaurant at S. 12th Street











• - ReefeifeirRff •
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DO YOU. want the finer
things in Lf4e? Earn full time
income in spare time. Call 1-
3545270
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOK iNG for guitar
students all styles all ages




25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
DUALITY SIE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORNATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE • 302 N. 12TH
753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
FRONT END Loader for 135
Fergerson Tractor. Cell 437
4365.
WANT TO Buy a load of shell
corn. Call 753-9773.
S. ARTICLES FOR SALE
%RRIVING DAILY used
Jeep freezers, refrigerators, •
lishwashers, electric and
les stoves, color TV's
console and portable and
- :eror and white) Murray
lord Tractor, 759 saes mg
khool desks left at $1 each
Off* they test.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COLLECTON of Avon bot-
tles Call 435-4389
COUCH, 4 old kitchen chain,
recliner, in-door, out-door
vacuum cleaner. 753-9269.
I Used Fendters I
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s
Hodge a Son, Inc.
WM Se. 516
ELECTRIC Stove, end
tables. button beck chair,
twin mattress, box springs,




condition and antique player
piano with rolls. 753-4736.
16 New
Panora,
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641North.
ONE FREE Standing conical
fire place, 4135. each. Call
753-8061.
SEASON TOBACCO sticks
for sale. Call 901-247-3318.
USED Carpet for sale. Can
be seen at 1502 Park Lane.
WINTER Maternity clothes.





FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine. Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garenteed. Full
cash price, 139.50. Payments
cam be arranged, call
Martha Hopper 1-154-6521 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Ky.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE' Tobacco and
tomato stick. Call 489-2126.
FESCUE Seed for sale at 24
cent per pound. Call 753-9773
or 753-9908.
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
farm equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and co will
trade for anything of value.




organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
ELECTRIC Guitar with
carrying case and ampl. Call
753-4736.
LUDWIG SNARE drum,




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to ad-
vanced. Rental purchase







not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open




excellent condition, all ac-





fans___, grills and vents. $125
403--4774-arf1ene.
ZENITH 19 INCH table
model color TV wih remote
control. Also a Collins ham
radio receiver. Call 753-4736.
25. BUS. SERVICE
AUCTION SALE. Every Sat
night, 6: p.m. at Henry
Auction house in Henry Tn.
10 miles South of Paris on 79
Hwy
27. MOB. NOME SALES
11x40 All electric, with air
$1000. Call 489 2595.
1974 HOMETTE, 12 x 54
Mobile Home. Partielly
furnished. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-4139 after 4
pm.
1970 HALMARK all electric
12x52 partly furnished in-
- Owens) --ewe -washer and
dryer and kitchen ap
offences. Very nice, $5200
Call 753 11177 or 753-4074.





Two BR Magnolia 10x55,
$2900. Call 753.3280 before 5
p.m.
IS. MOS. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent,
at Riviera Courts. Call 753
7280
Tviii-11 ft Marinelli i0x33,
112900. Call 753-3280 before S
It SUS. RENTALS
OFFICE BUILDING across
from Murray Post Office,
available September 1
Phone Max Brandon, 753-
1915.
SI. WANT TO RENT
YOUNG COUPLE wants to
rent a house or large trailer,
furnished or partly fur-
nished, in or near Murray.
Call before 11 am or after 10
pm. 354-8918.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO FURNISHED apart-
ments, one at New Concord,
one on waterfront lake lot.
Both air conditioned and rent
for $AO month. 436-2427. -
36. RENT OR LEASE
30. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BORDER COLLIE Dog. 18
months old. Partly trained
also would like someone to
train Border Collie. Call 437-
4365.
SILVER Schnauzer. Seven
months old, win papers. 753W
$046.
41. PUBLIC SALES
_AUCTION SALE. Every Sat.
night, 6: p.m. at Henry
Auction house in Henry Tn.
10 miles South of Paris on 79
Hwy.
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
Fri. and Sat. Scrap iron,
including plows and mowing
machinery. Mini-Mish
breathing machine used one
week. Fireplace brick and
grate, 10 gal. milk can, small
mail keg and a old megistic
radio, cross cut saw and
hand saw, 5 gal. pickkeling
crock, old dishes, pictures
and frames, bottles, lugs and
green colored fruit jars,
quilt, ladies and mens'
clothing. Some dating back
to 1935 and In good condition.
CChildren clothing sizes 9-12,
and roller skates and ice
skates. 121-E Wiseharts




September 2nd, 8 a.m.
til? Avon Bottles,
glassware, books,
house plants. Lots of
junk. Between Hwy. 94




party, Sat., Sun., and Mort,
9-7 GE 15 cuff. refrigerator,
no frost, electric stove,
furniture, dishes, nick-necks,
books, shoes, men, women
and cildren's clothing, all
sizes. Something for
everyone. 113 N. 9th. St.
SALE CONTINUES Tues.
thru Fri. 8-6 p.m. enlarger,
single bed, girls size 8-10,
skates, tables, dishes, scrap
iron, station wagon carrier,
1711 Hiliday Dr.
TWO FAMILY yard sale,
Friday and Saturday, at N





niture and so forth. Thur-
sday, and Friday, August 31
and September 1, SS. 609 S.
11th.
YARD SALE Friday, Sep-
tember 1 at 8:30. 5051/2 S. 8th
Street.
YARD SALE 8-5 Saturday at
907 Vine. Something for
everyone.
43. REAL ESTATE
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites and
over 1300 ft. of highway
frontage. Located within
minutes of Ky. Lake priced
in mid teens. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1722.
We provide a complete range







With The Fnendly Touch"
BEAUTIFUL BUILD-
ING SITE. Almost ' 4
miles past Mt. Carmel
Church 2 acres of land.
It is perfect for you if
you enjoy - wild life.
Very Private and
Priced to Sell. Only
$4,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
Put more under roof for less. A steel building
that can't leak and is maintenance free. Ideal for
stores, shops, warehouses, air plane hangers,
farm buildings or grain storage.




40 cars for sale or trade. Some for re-
sale and others for parts only. Good
location for rent. Will consider trade of






House at 113 North 9th Street, 11/2 story, gas heat.
$14,000.
Income Property - 201 Maple Street. Duplex plus
garage apartment. Also used car lot with clean
up shop. Income potential of $230 mo. on a $15,000
investment.
House at 302 N. 17th St.
FARMS
6.1 acres in Mt. Carmel area.
31 acres at Almo Heights $22,900
22 acres near lake $14,900
17 acres near New Concord $12,900
25 acres at Puryear Tenn. $11,900
58 acres North East of Murray $28,500
40 acres North East of Murray $32,500
Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646
• Aft*, 'Sun Cult



















































































































1, 8-5. 609 S.
Friday, Sep-








































i'AGE 7-8 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, September 1, 1978







Setting on a large and
beautifully landscaped
lot is this unique 2500
sq. ft. 4 bedroom, 2
bath brick home. Built
in 1965 from ol
Louisville homes, this
proud home is a
modern antique, you
have to see her inside
and out to fully a
preciate.
Weekends A Evenings Call:
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753-4161
Pam Mavity 753 8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
3 Bedroom brick and frame
on over 41/2 acres. Very nice
den with fireplace, dining
area, kitchen, utility room,
large living room with
beautiful view, gas hear, 2
car garage with gas heat, 24
x 34 pole barn and more only LOVELY COUNTRY Home
$32,500. THE NELSON just 2 miles from Murray
-SHROAT REALTORS, Uncle with beautiful view of
Jeff's Shopping Center, 759- countryside. Aluminum
1707. siding exterior, gas heat,
 large living room, extra
arge dining room, large
tility area, full dry
asement will fire place,
ood well and septic, neat as
a pin and sits on 2 acres for
only $32,500. THE NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center, 759-
1707
43. REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE by owner. Two






901 Sycamore Norm, Ky
GREAT ROOM! Great
House! Brand new energy
saving 3 BR home in
Gatesborough. Heat pump,
12 inches insulaton in ceiling,
thermopane windows,
beautiful custom-designed
kitchen with cooking island,
formal dining room. Home is
beautifully decorated
throughout. Take a journey
to happy dream home living
and let us show this char-








Just listed Oaks Estate • 3
011 2 bath home on extri
large corner lot. Central on
heat, central sir, hardwood
floors throughout,
fireplace, island kitchen
with double °Ans. 3 car
gentile AN outside trim is
ilientimmia, maintenance
has hum 60's.
42 acre farm with 3 NI brick
home. loafed laugh of
/Kerrey as. Mick tea. This
bras hm geed NNW*
lased, wet Inge/Inge. Neese
leas hardwood Beare, coo-










With The Friendly Touch"
GATESBoR 0 RESID-
ENTIAL LOT. 120'
wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.





E P CERTIFIED .,
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
0,05
PRSYCONTROt











Rowed end ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also hero style, offices cottages
melbas home ed-ons, end pieties, or U-BUILD, pre-cot completely reek/
to esseinble op to 24 II 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
DOUBLE-FEATURE
We have two new 3 BR, B-V Homes on large lots
-this week- -one- in-Fairview Acres, the
ether in Lynnwood Estates. Both of these homes
feature quality construction, large living rooms.
Dens separate dining areas and kitchens, 142
baths and enclosed garage. Builder is ready for
buyer to select appliances, colors, rugs,
etc. ..Call for an appointment. Priced to sell in
low 40's. Bus route to the county schools pass by
these homes, with churches and shopping con-
venient only 5 minutes to town, 10 to the lake.
FOR IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
For sale and immediate possession - 4, two BR
mobile homes located across Hwy. 280 from
Lakeway Shores, turn off 280 Hwy., follow the
main road around hill until you see a for sale sign
then call to see inside this is a well kept home and
is completely furnished. Featuring a 50x10 foot
porch, a deep well, storage room, and storm
cellar on lot 100x200 ft. Which can be yours, ALL
FOR $11,000.
FOR SALE
4 miles SE of Murray an Hwy. 121. A 2 8Wfram-e*
home with full basement on lot 1151189 ft. and a
fine EXTRA lot with trees, 144x189 ft. It is priced
to sell at $21,500
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTIES
209 acres S4 mile south of Oaks Country Club on
Oaks Country Club Road. Approved for a sub-
division and priced below most development
property and even below some regular farm
land; 36 acres just west of Canterbury Estates
and east of Martins Chapel Rd. This property is
ripe for development now and this is an op-
portunity fee some of our progressive young
people in their own hometown. Call or come by to
see us and let's talk. WE WANT TO HELP YOU





, Fulton Young, 753-4946
43. REAL ESTATE
JUST LISTED This quality -
built, 3 BR, 2 bath home with
fireplace in Greatroom has
iust hit the market. Two car
garage & beautifully land-
scaped yard and many ex-
tras make this home one of
the best on today's market.
Priced right. L 50's. Phone





business Now available up
to 3400 square foot of car-
peted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
building to develope your
0 1978 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
USED TRUCKS
1970 CHEVROLETT pickup
truck wil1 topper, V-8,
automatic. CAII 753•87110.
1974 DODGE, Club Cab,




FOR SALE: '74 Ford V4 ton
pick-up with topper. Can be
seen at Garrison Motor
Sales, off of Hiway 6,11N. Call
753-6000 between 6:30 and
4:30 and ask for Frank.
972 GMC pickup can be seen




truck camper with jacks.
Good condition. Will conn-
sider trade for Pull-type
camper. 753-1566, 7534599.
own business...ideally 
II 115 A NICE PLACE TO LIVE ?UTlocated...ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for you








PRICE REDUCED $1000 -




beamed ceilings and lots of
charm throughout. ALSO
garage apartment building
with 2 ref& units-each
bringing in good rate of
return. This entirE package
priced at $28,000. Don't delay




South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 7511661
PRIVACY PLUS-Privacy
plus beauty is only part of
this 3 bedroom home on 6
acres northwest of Murray.
A large garden, lots of trees
make this very economical
1,800 sq. ft. house one that
you must see. Franklin
fireplace in family room and











been lived in," 3-4 BR
lakefront home. 2
story, 2,000 sq. ft. of
living area, 2 bath,
central heat and air,
plush wall to wall car-
pet, well insulate.
fireplace, cypres-
wood deck on 3 sides.
All the extras yo
would expect in
quality built home an.
at a down to eart
*rice!
Evenings Call
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Nall 753 4868
Pain Minot! 753-8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
44. LOTS FOR SALE
16 ACRES all wooded, ap-
procimately 500 ft. on
blacktop county road. CAII
436-2463.
FOR SALE by owner: Lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft. of Hiwy.
91. City water, no restric-
tions, not in a subdivision.
Call Bob Futrell 753-7668
days and 753-2394 nights.
LAKEVIEW LOTS in
restricted subdivision at 1973
prices Central water, call
Robert Morris, 436-2473.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft highway
frontage, old house log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$27,500.. Charles B
McCuiston 753-5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
AIR CONDITIONED, all
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
part basement, dishwasher,
stove, disposal, on large lot
in Keniana Subdivisioni. Call
436-2473.
HOUSE AND four acres,
fenced, nice setting,I5
minutes to Murray at




closets, 2 baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room, central
gas heat and electric air,
entry hail; living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining area,
kitchen with-dishwasher and
disposal, built-in stove with
_hood, food center and many
cabinets Central vacuum,
patio with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high















brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths.Ad one acre land two




WE HAVE just listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a central
location. This is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
close to shopping downtown,
school and hospital. The
home included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dish
washer. Call JOHN C
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206
N 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
"Professional Services
With The Frrendly Touch"
LAKEFRONT
HOUSE UNDER CON-
, UCLION . Good
Water Frontage. Com-




boat (lock. 2 lots. 3.8
miles from New Con-
cord on Hwy. 444.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
A
A
Dwain Taylor Clievrekt, Inc.  ir
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South Murray Ky
753 2617
1973 Cissivrelet
Impels! Coupe . . . $1399.00
One owner, automatlt,












Kla Dooley  $4999.00
1977 Chevrolet
Montt Carlo landau essee.od





Many mere used end new
cars end frocks to pick







Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
30 A Model Sedan. $800 753-
3496 or 753.6883
1975 AUDI 100-LS, fuel In-
fection, 4-D, a-c, AM FM,
tape, automatic, power
Brakes and steering, new
Michelin XSX tires, 24 mpg.,
53100. 153-9866 after 5 pm
1974 CORVETTE, one owner
car, ekcellent condition, may
be seen at 509 Whitnell Ave.




windows, door locks, cruise,
tilt, AM-FM, I track: 7591107.
1975 CONTINENTAL Mark
tV-,-red and whtte,--trne owner,"
low miliage, like new $6350.
Call 436-2427
- -
1969 Chevrolet Wagon, needs
work 5350 Call 436-5610.
1971 DODGE Charger, 1/-8,
automatic, Gray wih wit,
vynil top 5650,00 call 409
2200
SPECIAL-Free air con-
ditioners with purchase of
WOULDN'T WAN1 TO kitK)RW-11-1ERE 'new 1978 Prowler or Concordtravel trailer. Arrowhead
Camper Sales Hwy. ho E.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-8187. '
49. USED CARS
1975 DATSUN 82-10 good
condition. 437-4198.
1973 FORD MAVRICK, 6
cylinder, automatic with air.
$1195. 489-2595.
1970 PONTAIC Catalina, like
new. Call 753-8014.
1973 Super Beetle, $1200 or
best offer. Call 753-9964.
1976 SUNBIRD in excellent
condition. Priced at $2,400.
Call 492-8374.
1971 TRIUMPH TR-6 42,000
actual miles. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9920.
604 South 12th Street
Phone (502) 753-7114
Wormy, Kentucky 42071
1977 HONDA Odyssey like
new. $850. phone 492-8425.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1962 CHEVROLET 2 ton
truck, mid west bed with
dump, 2 speed axel, 11300.
call 4.35-4237 after 6 p.m.
1978 CHEVROLET Truck,
350 S.W.B. Overhead cam,
stair speed, shift kit, con-
verter, 4bbl Holly carb, 411
rear end, mags, oversize
tires, stereo, 40 watt booster,
Tac, Tarp. 4.500 miles Call
753-1593.
There has never been a Pre
harvest sale like this one.
We're cutting prices on all
Starcrafts Travel trailers
and Pop-ups. Come in and
take a look at what pre
harvest time can mean.
Reap your rewards early for
fall camping. WHITE'S
CAMPER SALES East 94





ice-box, gas range, three
jacks for easy removal. Ideal
for fall fishing and hunting.
Phone 492-8425 Price $995.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
HOUSEBOAf, 3 42 foot,
Gibson Fly Bridge,twinn 225
hp engines, 7.5 Kanan
generator, air conditioned,
all electric fully equipted,
less then 175 hours on
engines. Excellent condition.
Call 753-7460 or 753-86,10.
31/2 HP SCOTT outboard for a
good used trolling motor. 435-
4237 after 6 p.m.
1977 JET boat and trailer, 18'
with Oldsmobile engine used
4 times. 527-8171.
1977 MODEL PROCRAFT
1640 Bass Boat,150 HP Black
Max motor, fully equipted
Phone 753-9646
1975-15 ft. Ouachita Bass
Boat. 1978 60 HP Mariner
motor, Tow rance depth
finder, $3,000. Call 753-9349.
1978 PROCRAFT Bass Boat,
115 h.p. Evinrude, 2 depth
finders slIvertrol 1224
trolling motor, overland





* NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed. 4(
HORNBUCXLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00*
* PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 rya NAVE $1.25"
For Hospital & Noes* Calle Nome 753-4013
TOBACCO STICKS
FOR SALE




Two level LA bedroom brick, two fa...
ceraxiiic Baths, litige utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate






7 *2 EGGS ANY STYLE
; *2 SAUSAGE PATTIES ONLY
: *CHOICE Of PANCAKES, TOAST, si 7cOR HOMEMADE BISCUITS • a
• tr POT OF STEAMING FRESH (TAX INCLUDE()) .
' COFFEE
Special Good EVERY DAY 6 I I AM




SAM ill 1111P/1-1914SNIM TIARA, TIIIIIRSIEA
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call Ernest White, 753-0605.
MITCHELL Blacktoping-
Sealing, patching, stripting.
For Free estimate, call 7.53-
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
RESPONSIBLE, Honest, 22
year old male with. MS
degree, needs part or full
time job. Call Mark at 753-.-
3940
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs, barns,
farms and homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
fjeld lines toyed, all types





Also, dealers for Volcano II,
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar




make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
ConsructIon Co., Route 2,
Box '409 A., Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 442-
7026.
YOUNG WIFE Wanting to do
girl Friday and office work in
the afternoons. (After 12:30)






reccords, 753-4589 or 753-8212.
SC FREE COLUMN
FREE KITTENS. Phone 436
5502.
A FEMALE who has an
apartment that would be
willing to share expencies
Call 753-8782 ask for Diane
WANTED FARM Tractors,
equipment, 'and trucks for
our confindment sale at
Murray fair grounds Sep-
tember 16. For more in-
formation contact Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895. Sale




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
FOR SALE
2 Lots No. 38 and No. 41 in Oak Hills
Estates near Paris Landing State Park,
with-Mobile Home on 1 lot. These lots
are the property of Mrs. E. E. Gardner
will be sold by the Court at Henry
County Courthouse on September 15,
1978 at 10 a.m. These are choice lots for •
more information contact...
Charles Conger, Paris, Tn. 642-3161
or
Elmo Gardner, Murray, Ky. 753-2771
FOR SALE
One of the nicest homes in downtown Hardin.
Walk to everything. In an area of lovely homes. 3
bedrooms, separate dining room. Gleaming har-
dwood floors throughout (oak). Eat-in kitchen,
central heat & air. Floor to ceiling Lannon Stone
fireplace in the living room. Den is situated so
that it lends itself to any small business, Arts &
Crafts Shop, Insurance, etc. IMMACULATE in
and out. Move right in for 837,900.
Sparkling clean ready to go cabin on Anderson
Shores. Partially furnished. Ideal vacation
home. $21,500. Financing available.





Res. 8538 or Call
your own broker
32. BOATS Is MOTORS
1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161/2 ft., 175 horsepower












Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box





and gutters. Call 1-354-8951 or
1-363.4895.
BUSH HOGGING, North








repair work by Cliff Hee9eli
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps.
Call 759-4878.
CARPET CLEANING %Mora-
back, steam, dry cleaning,
references. Reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call
759-4085 or_753-5816.
FOR ALL Your carpentry,
roofing, painting, and carpet
laying needs contact Joe
Easley, 753-4908. Will do your
odd jobs.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heat and cooling bills. Call






$28.00 per hour Call 753-6311.
WILL DO Babysitting in my
home day or night. Apply at
207 N. 12th St. N Apt 3.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank and
backhoe work needs. Also
septic tank cleaning. Call






753-2310 for free estimates.
INTERIOR AND Exterior
painting. Call 8056.
J. L. BLACKTOP paving and
repairing. Call 753-1537.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 P.m,
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-








Into this functional home located in Oaks Estates overlooking the Oaks Golf Course. Extra
large Orr.er lot with plenty of shade offers privacy. Monte has central gash.., and control air.
Beeetiftfl end specious kitchen footer's a double even end island cook's,. Priced below
























1oull come. Cast aside your modern day cares and travel
back to 1848 asvcitrvisir'seclusavat 'Western tentutitY's





Take highway 121 S to Highway 280, turn hiorth arid go
approximately mites. OR take highway 44 Ito Highway
280 turn South anti go approximately 8 males.
75:,-1492
1200 Sycamore
See it to believe it! For only $45,000.00 you can
own this three bedroom, bath and a half, brick
home, lofated at 1511 Story. Central gas heat,
central electric air; seperate den, dining room
and workshop. A well cared'' for home on
beautiful lot, in excellent location.
JUST LISTED! 22 acre, two miles north of
Kirksey. Beautiful building spot in woods.
85,000.00.
JUST LISTED! 40 acres north of Kirksey. 30













Extra sharp 3 bedroom 1 't bath home with
garage, outside workshop, fenced yard plus an
extra lot. House has recently been painted inside
and out, has new carpeting a new rail with turbo
vents, ,and Tocated only a few blocks from the
university. All for $37,500, but can be purchased
without the extra lot. Drive by 1710 Miller and
then call us. We make buying and selling real
estate easy for you
jVg,KOPPERUD
REALTYM
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Bill laybare 750-4900 lorry Pattersos 412-1302










Hazel Lumber Company, land, building, stock,














Very nice mobile home 12 x 52, all elect., stove
and refrigerator, screened porch, underpinned.
storage area, night light, all on 2 lots, near lake,
ideal for that summer cabin
All furnishings with this mobile home, 2 air con-
ditioners, close to boat dock and restaurant, on 2
lots, good well, gas heat. Perfect for lake cabin
Take your choice of these lake properties for
86500. We also have other lake properties. Call to.
and we will be glad to show you any lake proper-
ty over the holidays.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
759:1707
HELPING PEOPLE LS OUR Hal NEM
EREMINCA
Marie Hicks 759-1066 Lou Ann Philpot 753-684.,
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 7514538 Sam Harris 753-8061
According to Census Department statistics, 25-to-34 year
olds are not only the fastest growing age group in this
country, they also buy the most first homes. More than two
million Americans under 35 have bought homes since 1970.
So, in spite of rising costs, it's obvious that not all young
people are being priced out of the home market. If you
think you are, why not sit down and discuss the situation
with a REALTOR'.
REALTORS® are the real estate agents who belong to the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS. They're
required to be actively engage din the real estate business,
and therefore, they're in a position to give you the latest in-
formation on both the real estate and money markets in
your community. If anyone can help you find a home you
can afford, it's a REALTOR.®
Since the demand for homes will continue to be strong for
years to come, maybe you can't afford not to buy soon.
Check with a REALTOR® today.
SPANKING NEW BRICK
Lovely 4 bedroom brick in Westwood has a
double garage, economical heat pump, 2 full
baths, large eat-in kitchen, great rooms, all car-
pet. You must see this lovely home. Price is








T. C. Collie 753-5172
Maplewood
New 3 BR brick, 1 bath, with fireplace,
priced to sell, -tin Maplewood Sub-






H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
-Broker
IDEAL INVESTMENT
Business space 3500 sq. ft. 2 apts., clean up shop
753-5064
Claude 1, Miller Broker 753-3059
Gerald Carter Salesman 753-9299
Me,
Tired of noisy neighbors? Want to find a place to
get away from it all? Then let us show you this
recently built frame home on Whiskey Ridge. It
sits on a one acre lot and has 2 BR's, 1 bath and a
half basement. It also features a Franklin
fireplace to add to the rustic atmosphere. If you
have a VA eligibility or Farmer Home Com-
mitment, give us a call. This home should
qualify. Asking $21,500 but will consider any
reasonable offer.
PIN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-7411 Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-8567
•
Two Acres In The Country
Plu.s a 2 BR., 11Az bath furnished mobile home of-
fer the comfott &privacy you've been looking for
at a price you can afford. Spacious well-
arranged rooms plus the perfect setting. Call us
today for an appointment.
„At...BOYD-MAJORS
s REAL ESTATE
h Nor RIM EWE The Profess /ono/ Office




























































17 years wi d
when she
